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ABSTRACT

This th esis is devoted to two aspects of nonlinear PDEs which are fundamental

for the understanding of the order and coherence observed in the underlying physical

systems. These are symmetry properties and soliton solutions. We analyse these

fundamental aspects for a number of mod els arising in various branches of theoretical

physics and appli ed mathematics .

We start with a fluid model of a plasma in the case of a general polytropic

process. vVe propose a method of the analysis of unmagnetized travelling structures,

alternative to the conventional formalism of Sagdeev 's pseudopotential. This method

is then utilized to obtain the existence domain for compressive solitons and to establish

the absence of rarefactive solitons and monotonic double layers in a two-component

plasma.

The second class of models under consideration arises in (2+1)-dimensional con

densed matter physics. These are the Abelian gauge theories with Chern-Simons

term, which are currently considered as candidates for the description of high-Te

superconductivity and fra ctional quantum Hall effect. The emphasis here is on non

relativistic theories. The standard model of a self-gravitating gas of nonrelativistic

bosons coupled to the Chern-Simons gauge field is capable of describing asymptot

ically vanishing field configurations , such as lump-like solitons. We formulate an

alternative model, which describes systems of repulsive particles with a background

electric charge and allows to incorporate asymptotically nonvanishing configurations,

such as condensate and its topological excitations. We demonstrate the absence of
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the condensate state in the standard nonrelativistic gauge theory and relate this fact

to the inadequate Lagrangian formulation of its nongauged precursor. Using an ap

propriate modification of this Lagrangian as a basis for the gauge theory naturally

leads to the new model. Reformulating it as a cons trained Hamiltonian system allows

us to find two self-duality limit s and construct a large variety of self-dual solutions.

We demonstrate the equivalence of the model with the background charge and the

standard model in the external magnetic field. Finally we discuss nontopological

bubble solutions in Chem-Simons-Maxwell theories and demonstrate their absence

in nonrelativistic theories.

Finally, we consider a model of a nonhomogeneous nonlinear string. We continue

the group theoretical classification of the string equations initiated by Ibragimov et

al. and presen t their preliminary group classification with respect to a countable

dim ensional subalgebra of th eir equivalence algebra. Thi s subalgebra is an extension

of the lff-dimensional subalgebra considered by Ibragimov et al. Our main result here

is a table of non-equivalent equations possessing an additional symmetry.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A large number of physical models gives rise to nonlinear partial differential equa

tions. For a long time, however , it was accepted that for nearly all practical purposes

the corresponding linear models could be used. Typically one would assume that non

linear effects can be neglected for small variations of physical variables. The resultant

linearized equations then can be solved using functional-analytic and operator meth

ods. However, in the middle of this century it was realized that linear equations often

give inadequate and even incorrect description of the inherently nonlinear physical

reality. The systematic analysis of nonlinear PDEs and the explosive growth of what

nowadays is known as nonlinear science began in the late sixties with the discovery

of amazingly stable localized structures, solitons. At approximately the same time

there was a revival of interest in Lie symmetries of nonlinear differential equations

and their group-theoretical analysis.

The role of solitons and Lie symmetries in the analysis of nonlinear models cannot

be overestimated. In dynamical models, for instance, solitons are indispensable for

the determination of nonlinear evolution. More precisely in completely integrable

systems every localised initial condition breaks up asymptotically into a set of solitons ,

propagating with constant velocities, accompanied by the background radiation that

typically dies off as 1/Vi. Since collisions of solitons in integrable systems are elastic,

the number of solitons remains constant. Hence the evolution of any initial data in

integrable systems reduces asymptotically to soliton dynamics. The existence of stable

solitons in a nonintegrable system is even more significant. In this case collisions of

solitons are no longer elastic. They produce the background radiation that can be
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absorbed by other solitons. This usually leads to the loss of "mass" by some solitons

in the system. The implication of this behaviour for systems in a bounded region,

where solitons are confined to keep on colliding, is that after some transient period

there remains only one stable soliton. Thus solitons in nonintegrable systems act as

st at isti cal attractors (even in the absence of dissipation) [58].

Another type of solitons, the topological solitons, is especially important for static

models. These localized configurations are characterized by a quantised topological

charge, whose conservation is a consequence of the topology of the underlying space.

Topological solitons cannot be smoothly deformed into the background configuration

and hence play a role of topological defects.

On the whole solitons represent islands of regular and coherent behaviour in

the midst of surrounding chaos and serve as footholds for the nonlinear analysis.

The symmetries play a conceptually similar role . On the one hand the presence

of a symmetry is a manifestation of a conservation law. On the other hand, since

equations admitting similar algebras of symmetries can be transformed into each

other by a change of variables , symmetries serve as a basis for the classification of

nonlinear equations. Group analysis can reveal a hidden symmetry structure of a

nonlinear equation thus providing a way for its possible simplification, identification

of particular solutions and , sometimes, complete int egration.

A remarkable feature of Lie symmetries and soliton solutions is that both of them

have a deep physical content furnishing a mathematical formulation of major physical

concepts. The Lie symmetries provide a natural mathematical description of physical

concepts of invariance. Solitons, as localized nondispersive packets of energy, can be

identified as real objects of particle and condensed matter physics.
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A. Solitons and soliton-bearing systems

The concept of soliton takes its origin in the discovery of solitary wave by Scott

Russell over a centur y ago [52]. He expe rimentally observed a localised water wave

propagati ng without a change of shape and ·velocity. The expl anation of t his phe

nomenon was given by Korteweg and deVries in 1895 [36], who introduced an equation

describing shallow water waves:

cPt + a. cPcPx+ cPxxx = 0, a. = const.

A solit ary wave solution of this equation can be easily found. This is a solut ion which

is stationary in the coordinate system moving with velocity u:

cP(x, t ) = cPsw(O, ~ = x - ut. (1.1)

The second defining property of a solitary wave is that it is an essentially locali sed

solu tion. The ra te of its approach to the constant asymptotic st at e at spati al infinity

is exponent ial. Note that t he asymptotic values can be different at different infini t ies.

This is charact erist ic for to pological solitons, such as kinks in a one-dimensional

space, vortices in two dimensions and monop oles in :3D.

Alt hough solitary waves were discovered over a hundred years ago, their signifi

cance was recognized only in the early seventies . Before that it was gene rally accepted

t hat solit ary waves are rather exceptional and t ricky par ticular solutions th at may

occur only under very spec ial initial condit ions , just as it has been thought tha t the

nonlineari ty responsible for their formation will lead to their destruction after they

collide. The process towards the real understanding of solit ary waves and recognition

of their importance started with numerical experiments by Kruskal and Zabusky [57].

These numerical experiments demonstrated tha t solitary waves can emerge after a
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collision unchanged. Solitary waves that survive a collision have been called solitons.

A major breakthrough in the understanding of the soliton dynamics came with

the discovery of the inverse scattering transform method (1ST) [22, 37]. The 1ST

method rigorously reduces the solution of a nonlinear problem to a sequence of linear

computations. Many other equations amenable to inverse scattering have since then

been identified [51] . Using 1ST one can prove that not only do solitary waves ofthese

equations emerge unchanged after collision, but that any initial condition breaks up

asymptotically into a set of solitons propagating with constant velocities. Equations

that can be solved by the inverse scattering are known as completely integrable. Un

fortunately, like most problems that can be solved analytically, completely integrable

equations are an exception , even though they model a wide range of physical phenom

ena. As a rule systems arising in mathematical physics, especially higher dimensional

ones, are nonintegrable.

One of the major sources of soliton-bearing equations is the physics of fluids and

plasma physics in particular. Another large supplier of soliton equations is particle

physics. Here solitons arise as solutions of classical field equations and serve as a

basis for the construction of quantum objects. Solitons also play an important role

III condensed matter physics. In this thesis we investigate Abelian gauge theories

III (2+1) dimensions which are used to describe quasiplanar systems of condensed

matter. On the one hand these theories provide a phenomenological description of

normal and high-Tc superconductivity, and systems exhibiting the fractional quantum

Hall effect. On the other hand they serve as a basis for quantum field theories that

provide a second-quantized description of these models.

The hydrodynamic model of plasma is the first system with which we are con

cerned. As a medium with a large number of oscillating modes, plasma supports a

rich variety of soliton-like nonlinear structures. These are obtained both theoretically
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and experimentally. The most general descript ion of plasma can be given in terms of

the distribution function governed by the Boltzmann equat ion. Such descrip tion con

sti tutes the foundations of the kine tic t heory. Th e analysis of the full kinetic mod el is,

however , extremely difficult and one has to invoke various approximat ions. The most

impor t ant one is the hyd rodynamic model. In the hyd rodynamic description plasma

is t reated as if it were composed of several intermin gled nonviscous fluids, correspond-

ing to different kinds of parti cles. The velocity of any one fluid at any poin t in space

is assumed to be the average velocity characterist ic of the par ticles comprising that

fluid at that particular point. The collisionless plasma (no interaction between fluids)

is hence governed simply by t he equat ions of multifluid magnetoh ydrodynamics [1 7]:

J

v x E=-B

V ·B=O

2 '" .c V x B = 47f Z:: njqjvj +E
J

m ai , [aVj + (v · V )v .] =q ·n· (E +v · x B ) - Vp '
J J at J J J J J J

an '
_ J + V . (n ·v·) =0ot J J

Pj = C(mjnj)"j .

(1.2a)

(1.2b)

(1.2c)

(1.2d)

(1.2e)

(1.2f)

(1.2g)

The first four equations in th e system (1.2) are Maxwell's equat ions relating elec

tromagnetic fields E , B to particle densi ties, nj , and velocities, Vj , in each of the

fluids . Eq. (1.2e) is a momentum equation for th e j -th fluid in the electromagnetic

field. Eq. (1.2f) is a continui ty equation for j-th fluid. Constants qj and mj stand for

the charge and mass of particles so that n jmj and njqj express the mass and charge
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dens ities , respectively. The last equation in the system is a thermodynamic equation

of state for a polytropic process. It implies that the heat flow can be neglected. In

the case of an n-component plasma (1.2) is a set of 5n +8 nonlinear scalar equations

for 5n + 6 unknowns. However, two of the Maxwell equations, eqs. (1.2a) and (1.2c)

are superfluous since they can be recovered from eqs. (1.2d) and (1.2b) . Thus (1.2)

is a self-consis tent system of 5n + 6 scalar PDEs for 5n + 6 unknowns. The com

plexity of this system is reflected by the large number of soliton equations it contains

as red uctions. The KdV, nonlinear Schrodinger, Boussinesq, Ka domtsev-Petviashvili

equations, as well as their nonintegrable modifications , are all derived from (1.2) (see

e.g. [42] for a rev iew and references). These equations approximate the system (1.2)

in a variety of situations. However , the assumption of small amplitude is essential in

all of these situations. The study of large-amplitude solut ions requires the analysis

of the general syst em (1.2) . We study th ese in the next chapter. More precisely we

investigate the existence condit ions of planar t ravelling structures in the absence of

the magnetic field .

Ano ther class of model s that we are concern ed with are models of cond ensed

matter physics , namely those processes that are described by the U(1) gauge theory.

The state of a superconductor , for instance, is characterized by the local density of

the superconducting component, p(x , t) = 11,&(x, t)l2. (Here 1,&(x, t) is a complex wave

funct ion.) The interact ion with the electromagnetic field is introduced by-the minimal

coupling of '1/' to the corres ponding vector potential ACt'(x , t): 8p. -t Dp. = 8J.! + ieAw

This produces Lagrangian £( 1,& , ACt') invariant under local gauge transformations:

1,& -t eix (x, t )

1
A -t A +- VX(x, t)

e

Aa -t Aa - 8tx(x,t) .
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Gauge theories of which the Abelian model is a simple example play a very im

portant role in contemporary physics, providing a mathematical foundation for the

modern unified th eories. These theories are based on more complicated multidimen

sional nonabelian models . However, t he U(1) theories already possess many properties

inherent in more general gauge fields. T hus, apart from app lications in condensed

matter, this class of models has even greater significance as a nice laboratory for

studying more complicated gauge fields.

The U(l ) model is especially int eresting on the plane. The planar case possesses

two important features t hat are absent in (3+1) dimensions. First of all in (3+ 1) di

mensi ons the most general quadratic kine tic term has a convent ional Maxwell form:

- (J1/4)FOI{3FOI{3 , where FOI{3 = oOl A{3 - o{3 AOI . In (2 +1) dimensions t he Chern-Simons

(CS) term (K/4) c.'Y 0I {3 A'Y FOI{3 provides a possible alternative. The resul tant Chern

Simons "elect rodynamics" drastically differs from t he conventi onal elect rodynamics

of Maxwell, as cha rged particles interacting with Chern- Simons field carry a magnet ic

flux. The Chern-Simons model was proposed for the descrip tion of high- Tc sup er

conductivity and fra ctional quantum Hall effect. It is current ly argued that anyoni c

quasipar ticles, obj ects exhibit ing fractional statistics, might be responsible for these

phenomena. Fract ional stat ist ics, on the oth er hand , implies that anyons must carry

magneti c flux and hence obey the Chern-Simons electrodynamics [41] .

Another very imp ortan t feature of the planar model is the occurrence of topo

logical solutions, which is a consequence of the nontriviality of t he homotopy group

of mappings of the circle: 51 ----t 51. Fini te energy configurations in this model all

fall into a countable set of non-overlapping topological classes, characterised by a

conserved topological charge n E Z. Ind eed , let us assume that the corr esponding
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energy is given by

H = J[I D7P1 2 + ~F;v +U(p)] d
2
x .

Suppose that U'(Po) = U(Po) = 0, where po =f:. O. The finiteness of the energy

requires that 17P1 2 ---+ Po as x ---+ 00. The ' phase of the field at the infinity can

however vary and hence the allowed asymptotic states of 7P form a circle spnt), defined

by 17P 1
2 = po· On the other hand, since the physical space is two-dimensional, its

boundary essentially is another circle S~phY) . Hence the set of boundary conditions

on 7P compatible with the finiteness of energy is the set of all nonsingular mappings

SlPhy) ---+ Slint). These mappings fall into a countable number of homotopy classes

characterised by a topological index n. It has a meaning of winding number as

it describes the number of times stint) is traversed when SlPhys) is traversed once.

Clearly mappings with different winding numbers can not be continuously deformed

into each other. A consequence of this fact is the conservation of the topological

index (or topological charge) with time. Since the time evolution is a continuous

deformation, a field configuration belonging to some topological sector stays within

that sector as time evolves.

Soliton solutions with n = 0 and po =f:. 0 are often called solitonic bubbles. These

solutions reside in the same topological class as the background field , 7P = JPO. The

solitons with n =I- 0 are topological in the sense that they cannot be continuously

deformed into the background configuration. These solutions are usually referred to

as vortices and their topological index n as vortici ty.

In this thesis we consider Abelian gauge theories in Chapter 2. We formulate a

new nonrelativistic Chern-Simons model with vortex solutions and present its detailed

analysis.
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. B. Symmetries and invariance

Rather intuitive concepts of invariance and symmetry have their mathematical foun

dation in the theory developed by Sophus Lie in the previous century. The continuous

groups introduced by Lie (Lie groups) comprise both algebraic and topological struc

tures and naturally describe physical concepts of invariance, such as the homogeneity

and isotropy of space and time, dynamical similarity, Galilean and Lorentz invari

ance. A major part of Lie's work was devoted to the study of symmetry properties

of differential equations. The subject of studying differential equations from the Lie

group point of view is nowadays known as the group analysis of differential equations.

Since many physical models are formulated as systems of differential equations, this

is probably one of the most important applications of the Lie group theory.

A concept of the group admitted by a given differential equation is central to the

group analysis. We say that a family G of transformations of R":

(1.4)

is an (r-parameter) Lie group if

1) The composition of any two transformations from G also belongs to G.

2) G contains the identity transformation, which corresponds to a = ao.

3) For any transformation in G there exists its inverse, also belonging-to G.

4) cP( x, a) is an analytical function in some open set of parameters (q,a) containing

ao·

If a E R, then the Lie group IS one-parameter. A one-parametric group can be
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completely recovered if we know its generator:

where e= fJcPjfJa\a=ao· Transformations of the form (lA) are recovered as solutions

of the initial value problem for the Lie equation:

(1.5)

Let us suppose now that q represents a vector of independent ( x) and dependent (y)

variables of a differential equation:

and the generator of the Lie group of transformations (104) is

X
ci fJ e> °fJ

=(" -fJ. +1] -fJ .
Xl ye> (1.6)

A differential equation describes a surface in the extended space, spanned by x, y and

by the derivatives of y with respect to x. The general form of, for instance, a second

order equation is

(1.7)

where F is a Rrn-valued function , yf = fJyQjfJxi and yfj = fJ 2yQjfJx ifJxi . In order to

formulate the invariance condition for a differential equation one needs to know the

transformations (or the corresponding generator) induced by the transformations (lA)

on the extended space.

The generator of the transformation that acts on the space spanned by (xi , ye>,

Yf ,Y0) is called a second prolongation or extension, X 2 , and is obtained by the
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following prolongation formulas:

(
0 a (0 a .x 2 = X + i a ° + ij a 0 'Yi Yij

where

(f = Di ( 1]0) - yj Di (e)
(ij = Dj((;"') - yf!.Dj(e).

Here

a o a ° a
D, = axi +Yi ayO +Yij ayj +...

is the total derivative. VVe now say that the group G with the generator (1.6) IS

admitted by the equation (1.7) if

(1.8)

For an nth order equation, the nth prolongation of X, X n , should be used instead of

X 2 • It can be obtained in a similar fashion.

The group admitted by a differential equation acts on the solutions of the DE

and hence endows the set of solutions with an algebraic structure. This can be used ,

for instance, to describe the general properties of solutions, to find solutions that

possess certain invariance properties, and to generate new solutions from the known

ones.

An important problem in the group analysis is classification of differential equa

tions according to their admitted algebras. ' Equations appearing in mathematical

physics are often not rigidly defined, but contain some arbitrary functions and pa-

rameters, i.e. they come as members of a certain family. In this case group analysis

can be used to divide members of a family into classes , nonequivalent with respect to
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a change of variables , and find equations with cert ain desirable features , such as the

simplest structure or the widest admitted group of symmetries.

Symmetries and invariance are dealt with in all chapters of this thesis. In the

next chapter we study self-similar solutions of the hydrodynamic equations of plasma

physics. In Chapter 3 we discuss relativist ic (i.e. invariant under Lorentz transfor

mations) and nonrelativistic (admitting the Galilei group) models. We use gauge

and rotational symmetries to obtain a simpler form of solution. These symmetries

together with translations are also used in the context of Noether 's theorem in ord er

to defin e correctly momenta of a vortex. Chapter 4 is completely devoted to the

Lie symmetries of differential equations. We use methods of the group analysis to

perform a group classification of equations describing a nonlinear nonhomogeneous

vibrating string.
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CHAPTER II

ARBITRARY AMPLITUDE ELECTROSTATIC TRAVELLING WAVES IN A

PLASMA

The study of arbitrary amplitude travelling structures (such as solitons, double layers

etc.) in plasmas has been a subject of considerable interest in the recent years. The

fact that the amplitude can be arbitrarily large makes the KdV equation inapplicable

and one should use the more general fluid model. Starting from the paper [49] the

travelling structure solutions of fluid equations were usually analysed using the for

malism of the Sagdeev pseudopotential. It was shown [55] (in the approximation of

Boltzmann electrons and cold ions) that plasmas consisting of single ion and electron

components do not admit rarefactive solitons, although the question of their existence

in a more general case remained open. Recently several publications appeared where

travelling structures are studied in multi-component plasmas [12, 3, 4]. A question

of special interest has been the domain of existence of such solutions. Numerical

investigation [5, 48] has shown that they are possible only in rather restricted regions

of the parameter space of the model.

It was found both theoretically [13, 38, 50, 56] and experimentally [40, 18, 19]

that particle distribution within a monotonic transition layer (which is a kink-type

soliton) can be classified into "trapped" and "free" groups. This implies that in a

fluid model of a two-component plasma kinks do not occur, although a rigorous

mathematical proof of this fact has not been given.

In this chapter we study the existence conditions for travelling structures without

using the conventional method of the Sagdeev pseudopotential. In the next section

we introduce the fluid model of a plasma. In sec. B we perform a partial integration
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of the model using a travelling wave ansatz (1.1). This results in two constraints

on the density configurations. The first one defines a line and the second defines

a region in the density space. In sec. C we restrict ourselves to a two-component

plasma and formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solitons

and kinks in terms of the mutual geometrical locations of the constraints on the

density plane. As a by-product of this consideration we establish the non-existence

of rarefactive solitons. In sec. D we show that a two-component plasma with the

same thermodynamic properties of the components cannot support double layers.

The domain of existence of compressive solitons is found in sec. E. Finally in sec. F

some concluding remarks are made.

A. The model

The plasma is assumed to be infinite, homogeneous, collision less , unmagnetised and

quasineutral. The system of plasma fluid equations (1.2) for one-dimensional config-

urations then becomes

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.1c)

Here nj,mj,ej ,vj,pj are the density, mass , charge, velocity and pressure of the j-th

species respectively. To obtain a closed system one should add an equation of state.

We assume a general polytropic process

(2.2)

where /j is the polytropic index.
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Also we assume the following boundary conditions:

(2.3)

as x ---+ - 00. Here Tj is the background temperat ure and th e unperturbed density,

njO , satisfi es the quasineutrality condit ion:

B. Arbitrary amplitude so lit ary waves

(2.4)

We look for solitary wave solutions propagating with a constant velocity u. It is

advantageous to pass into a moving frame by means of the transformation ~ = x - ut .

Equation (2.1a) can then be readily int egrated to yield

(
n jo)Vj = u 1 - n j .

Substituting this into eq. (2.1b) we obtain

Equation (2.5) can be integrated to give

2
m ju ( 2 )T-Inx +-- x":"" -1 = <e.tb

J J 2 J J ,+"

for an isothermal process (/ j = 1) or

IjT j ( 'Yj -
1 1) + mju

2 ( -2 1) - cPx - - - - x - - - - e -
Ij - 1 J 2 J J ,

(2.5)

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

for an anisothermal process hj =f 1), where Xj = nj/njO are normalised densities.
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Eliminating 4> from eqs. (2.6) we obtain

(2.7)

This equation defines a curve in a space of normalised densities, Xj, which we will

further refer to as a trajectory of the solution. We denote the LHS of eq. (2.7) by

T(x).

On the other hand, summing eqs. (2.5) over all types of species, using the Poisson

equation (2.1c) and integrating, we obtain

(2.8)

We denote the LHS of eq. (2.8) as B(x). Since (84)/802 ~ 0, configurations with

the densities satisfying B < oare not allowed. The boundary of this "no dymamics"

region is defined by

:L [Tj(x]J -1) +mju2
( xj l - 1)] njO = O.

J

c. Two-component plasma

(2.9)

Vie restrict ourselves to the plasma consisting of two kinds of species , j = 1,2. In this

-
case both the trajectory and the boundary are curves in the plane of the densities

(Xl, X2). Let k and l be fixed indices , k = 1 or 2, l = 3 - k. The trajectory and the

boundary can be represented as solutions of autonomous differential equations

(2.10)



(2.11 )
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and

d Xb/ e / [ ' kTk XZk-l - mkU
2

X; 2 ]

d Xk = ek ,/T/X~~- l - m/u2xl} .

resp ecti vely, with initial condit ion Xt/(O) = Xb/(O) = l.

The initial point X l = X2 = 1 belongs both to the traj ectory and the boundary.

This is also a point at which they have a common tangent,

(2.12)

We denote [mj u 2/(,jTJ P /(-yj+ l ) by a j ' For 0 < a k,/ < +00 the curves defined by

eq. (2.7) and (2.9) are closed. The extrema of Xj are achieved at X3- j = a 3- j , since

here the derivatives d Xj/dx 3_j vanish (fig. 1). According to eq. (2.5) the derivatives

d Xj/de become infinite when Xj = aj. Therefore , the solution lives only on t he part of

the t raject ory falling into the quadrant bounded by the lines Xj = aj and containing

the ini tial point (permis sible quadran t ).

We shall now estimate the "escape time" from the poin ts of the boundary. By

the escape t ime we mean the range of eneeded for the finite change of densities X j .

Expression of fJr/Y/ae from eq. (2.8) and subst it ut ion of it into eq. (2.5) resul ts in

( T 'Yj-2 2 -3) d Xj - J '" [( 'Yi) 2( - 1 ) ] • .,j jXj - m jU Xj d~ - =fej 81i L.: n iO T, Xi - 1 + tru u xi - 1 . (2.1:3)

Let ( 1'i: l,1'i:2) be a point of the boundary and 1'i:j =I aj . Introdu cing new variab les

Vj = Xj - 1'i: j and taking into accoun t that

+O(vJ) ,

due to eq. (2.10), we can write eqs. (2.13) as
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/
/

/
/

/
- - - -I- - - - ,- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

// I
/ I

/ I
/ - --'--1 ----

/ I
/

/
/

/
/ -~--

1

o 1

Fig . 1. A typical form of the "boundary" on the Xl, X2 plane in the case 0:2 < 1, 0:1 > 1.

(
"'1j- 2 2 -3) dVj _

f jTjK, j - mjU -, de-
,---------------------

=fe j 87l'njOVj(K,3_ j - K, j)(meu
2K,j3 - Tj/jK,ji -2) +O(vJ).

We observe that for K,1 = K,2

(2.14)

and for K,1 =I- K,2

(2.15)

Eq. (2.14) implies that Vj behaves like an exponential function. It vanishes when

e--t 00. Hence the trajectory may leave or enter points with K,1 = K,2 in an infinite

"time" . On the other hand eq. (2.15) yields a finite "time" of enter (escape) for the

points with K,1 =I- K,2' Assuming Xl = X2 in eq. (2.9) one can verify that the boundary
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and the bisector Xl = X2 can have at most two common points. The infiniteness of

the escape time for the point (1,1) proves the consistency of the boundary condi-

tions (2.3).

At the infinity the solution can have two different types of behaviour. It can either

end at the second point with infinite escape time (Xl = X2 =j:. 1) or it reaches a turning

point on the boundary where Xl =j:. X2 (at this point the sign of the RHS of eq. (2.13)

changes) and comes back to the point (1, 1). In the first case the solution will have

the form of a kink while the second case corresponds to a symmetric (with respect to

o lump-like soliton. In both cases the solution satisfying boundary conditions (2.3)

exists if and only if the following two conditions hold.

1. The trajectory touches the region B < 0 at the initial point (1,1) on the outer

side. (Escape condition.)

2. The trajectory intersects (touches at Xl = X2 =j:. 1 in the case of a kink) the

boundary in the permissible quadrant.

The "escape condition" can be written in terms of second derivatives at the initial

point,

if at > 1,

if at < 1.

(2.16a)

(2.16b)

In view of eqs. (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) these conditions can be reduced to

< 1 for at> l,ak < 1. (2.17)

In the case aI, a2 > 1 the escape condition can never be satisfied while in the case

aI, a2 < 1 it always holds.
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Let us suppose that the escape condition is satisfied, i.e in the neighbourhood of

the initial point the trajectory is in the region B > o. The requirement of intersection

will then be fulfilled if the trajectory is in the region B < 0 when it reaches one

of the lines O'.j = 0 (boundaries of the permissible quadrant). To show that this

condition is also necessary we prove that the trajectory can intersect the boundary

in the permissible quadrant only once.

Let

(2.18)

](xd is the derivative of the difference g(xd = Xt2(Xl) - Xb2(X2) which is a single

valued function of Xl in the permissible quadrant. Note that ](1) = O. Assuming

that escape conditions (2.16a), (2.16b) hold we obtain that

sgn ](1 + 6") = sgn( 6") sgn(l - 0'.2) (2.19)

for sufficiently small 6". On the other hand at a common point of the boundary and

trajectory where Xt2 = Xb2 = X2,

(2.20)

.
We first show that in the case 0'.2,0'.1 < 1 the trajectory and the boundary

have no points of intersection in the permissible quadrant which is now defined by

(Xl> 0'.1,X2 > 0'.2). Let (xr,x;) be the point of intersection of the boundary and the

trajectory immediately to the right of the initial point, x; < 1 < xi. Eq. (2.19) then

implies that ](1 +0) > 0, i.e. g(xd emerges from zero while increasing and it has to

decrease when it reaches its next zero, and so ](xi) < o. Hence according to eq. (2.20)
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x; > x~, which contradicts the assumption made above. The same argument can be

applied if the point of intersection (xi ,x;) is assumed to be immediately to the left

of the initial point.

Let us now analyse the case a2 < 1, al > 1 (Fig. 1). Again let (xi ,x;) be the

point of intersection immediately to the right of the initial point, xi > 1. Again

eq. (2.19) implies that f(l + 0) > 0 and so f(xi) < O. However, this time eq. (2.20)

yields x; < xi. Note that condition (2.17) implies that dX2/dxI > 1 and hence the

bisector Xl = X2 intersects the boundary between Xl = 1 and Xl = xi. Suppose

there exists another point of intersection (x~*, x;*) to the right of (x~, x;), x~* > x~.

Then g(XI) reaches its zero at xi* while increasing, i.e. f(xi"') > 0, and consequently

x;* > x~*. This means that the line Xl = X2 should again intersect the boundary,

which is impossible.

If (xi,x;) is the point of intersection immediately to the left, xi < 1, then,

since f(l - 0) < 0, we have f(x;:) > O. Hence x; > xi. This , however, contradicts

the condition dX2/dxI > 1 which implies that this point lies below the bisector, i.e.

The case a2 > 1, al < 1 can be obtained from the previous case by formal

exchange of indices.

As a result the trajectory and the boundary can have only one point of intersec

tion in the permissible quadrant and only in the case when at < 1, a k >_1. Moreover ,

if (xi, x;) is such a point of intersection, Xi,2 > 1. In this case the sufficient condition

of intersection which now becomes also necessary can be expressed as the following

inequality

(2.21)

Note that the condition xi,2 > 1 means that densities can only increase, i.e.
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rarefactive solitons are not allowed.

D. A no-go result for monotonic double layers .

Apart from lump solitons, the analysis of thesec. 4 gave us another possible type of

a travelling structure, viz. a kink. Such solution would exist if and only if the second

common point of the boundary and trajectory in the permissible quadrant belongs

also to the line Xl = X2' We shall further assume 'I = ,2 =,. The Assumption that

Xl = X2 = X in equations (2.7) and (2.9) for the trajectory and the boundary results

m

and

where

"'(-I 1 + ' - 1 (-2 1) 0X - --a X - =, (2.22a)

(2.22b)

A kink can exist only for such , and a that a system of equations (2.22a) , (2.22b)

has a solution X =I- 1. Multiplication of equation (2.22a) by x 2 and subtraction of it

from equation (2.22b) multiplied by X results in

( ,-1) ~f+l
x 2 1 +--a - X (a + 1) +--a = O.

2, 2,

The roots of this quadratic equation are

(2.23)

Xl = 1,
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The system (2.22) has the solution X2 if and only if it solves eq. (2.22b). Expressing

a through X2 ,

we rewrite eq. (2.22b) as

clef 'Y ( , +1) ,+1g(X2) = X2 X2 - -- - 1 + X2--
1

= O.,-I ,- (2.24)

Since g(l) = 0 while g'(X2) i- 0 for X2 i- 1; X2 = 1 is the only root in accordance with

Rolle's theorem. Consequently x = 1 is the only common root of equations (2.22a)

and (2.22b).

For an isothermal process h = 1) instead of eqs. (2.22a) and (2.22b) we have

x-I + a (x- l
- 1) = O.

(2.25a)

(2.25b)

Equation (2.25b) has two roots Xl = 1, X2 = a. Substituting x = a into eq. (2.25a)

we obtain

(2.26)

Using the same consideration as for eq. (2.24) we find that a = 1 is the only root of

eq. (2.26).

This proves that the model in question can not support monotonic transition

layers.

E. Domain of existence for compressive ion-acoustic solitons

Let us call the jth type of particles in the plasma ions (i) if Ctj > 1 or electrons

(e) if Ctj < 1. A condition necessary and sufficient for an existence of compressive

solitons is given by eqs. (2.17) and (2.21). We introduce the following dimensionless
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0.25

o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 13-

Fig . 2. The domain of existence of compressive ion-acoustic solitons for an elec

tron-proton plasma on the T , 'l9-plane, T = TjTe , 'l9 = mju21Te = u 21~2. The

domain is bounded by the thick lines .

ion acoustic speed. Since CYe = (()J-LI,e)l/ b e+l) < 1 and CYj = [()I(JjT)]l/(n+l) > 1, e
and T satisfy: T < () I l i, () < lel J-L .

The escape condition (2.17) written in our dimensionless parameters is

() ( Jl) leT < - 1 + - --.
li TJ liTJ

(2.27)

Eq . (2.27) gives the left margin of the existence domain (thick straight line in Fig . 2).

The boundary of the region defined by eq. (2.21) is given by

where Xbe( CYi) and Xte( CYi) are the maximal roots of equations T( Xte, CYi)

(2.28)

o and
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B( Xbe , ai) = 0 respectively. (We should choose the maximal roots , since we consider

onl y t hose parts of the t ra jectory and the boundary that fall into the permissible

quadrant. ) Hence eq. (2.28) is a compat ibility condit ion of these equations.

Ion-acoustic solitons are stable and propagat e with a constant speed only if T «

1, otherwise their am plitude and hence speed decrease due to Land au dam ping. Then

VTe » u (VT) = V 2Tj /m j is a thermal velocity of par ticle species j ) and hence the

var iations in the elect ron temperature are very small. Accordingly the polytropic

index for electrons is very close to that of an isothermal process, le = 1. The ion-

acoustic velocity, on the other hand , alt hough less, can be of the same order as a

structure speed . Hence the process for ions can be naturally approximated as an

adiabatic.

xte (a i) and Xbe(ai) , for an isoth ermal elect ron, l e = 1, and for an anisot hermal

ion, l i = I =f 0, are found from

and

B(Xbe, ai)= Xe -1 +{}p (X~l -1) +Tl7 (a; -1 )

+()'7 (ail -1) = 0,

according to eqs. (2.7) , (2.9) . Eq. (2.30) produces a quadr atic equat ion

(2.29)

(2.:30)

(2.:31)

where b = 1+p{} +{}17 (1 - ail) +T I] (1 - an> 0, C= {}p. To prove the positiveness
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of bit suffices to show that

(2.32)

where aj = [OI(r,)F/b+1) . On the introduction of a new variable q = Olr, eq. (2.32)

becomes

(2.33)

Eq . (2.33) always holds since, at q =" p(q) achieve s it s minimum, p(l) =O.

Hence the maximal root of eq. (2.31) is z ., = b + Jb2 - 4ac/2 a. Accordingly,

eq. (2.28) is equivalent to

BI1 (-2 ) , n l ( ')'-1 )In x+ + - x - I +-- a · - 12 e , - I I

+Ory (a .-2 _ 1) = 0
2 I

(2.34)

Eq. (2.34) , as one can verify, is satisfied on a line segmen t r = 01, ,0 < 0S , 111

(t hin st raight line in Fig. 2). Numerical soluti on shows that eq. (2.34) is also satisfied

on another line that gives the right marg in of the existence domain (Fig. 2) (thick

cur ve in fig. 2).

F. Concluding Remarks

vVe have obtained the following result s for a fluid model of a two- component plasma:

1. T he model does not admit monotonic t ransition layers in the case of a plasma

consisting of two ty pes of particles with the same thermodynamic properties

2. The model does not admi t rar efacti ve solitons,
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3. Compressive ion-acoustic solitons exist only in t he domain defined by eqs . (2.27),

(2.34).

In Fig . 2 we present the domains of existence of compressive solitons in a plasma

cons ist ing a single isotherm al elect ron species and a single ad iabat ic pr oton species,

J1 = 1/1 836, l e = 1, l i = .5/3. These solitons are supersonic, {) 2:: 1. Let us note

that t he right boundary of the domain for T = 0 (cold ions) corres ponds to the speed

11 ~ 1.58~ which coincid es with the standard result of Sagdeev [49].

For low ion temperatur e the domain of existence sharp ly shrinks with the increase

in temperature. Consequentl y even a comp arati vely low ion temperature cannot be

neglect ed.

We have assumed that the polytropic indi ces are constants and do not dep end

on other par ameters. T his is in fact a simplification of the model, since polytropic

indices do dep end on param eters such as ratio of st ructure speed an d thermal velocity

of particles, structure amp lit ude etc. The natur al way to deal wit h this would be to use

the kinetic theory, wher e there is no need to make assumpt ions about the dep endence

of polytropic indices. Although this approach is more general , it doe s not seem to be

feasib le to obtain even the most simple general conclusions about the propert ies of

t ravelling st ructure s.

We have not considered solutions with t rajectories intersect ing the lines Xj = a j'

However, we note that such solut ions might be possible and would corre spond to

sho ck waves. T he analysis of sho ck waves requi res th e use of the appropriate integral

relations and lies beyond the scope of the pre sent investigation.
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CHAPTER III

TOPOLOGICAL VORTICES IN A CONDENSATE OF NONRELAT IVISTIC

BOSO NS COUP LED T O TH E MAXWE~L AND CHERN-SIMONS FIELDS

Vort ices, topologically nont riviallocalised st ructures, lie at the heart of all theories of

par t icles with fractional statist ics. It is these collective excitations of the field quanta

that are considered as candidates for anyonic objects in quasi-planar condensed mat ter

physics. More precisely, in the case of charged mat ter interacting with a Maxwell field ,

the anyon is a bound state of an (elect rically neut ral) vortex and a field quantum, a

"flux" and a "charge" , If the gauge field is of Chern-Simons type , the vortex is no

more electrically neut ral and behaves as an anyon itself.

Both Maxwell and Chern-S irnons vort ices are discussed III the lit erature, for

both relati visti c and nonrelati visti c matter fields. So far the relativisti c model has

been amenab le for a more thorough analysis . It admits a nontrivial ground state over

which top ological vortices can be superimposed.

The vortex configurat ions of a scalar field minimally coupled to the Maxwell

field were discovered by Abrikosov wit hin the (2+0)-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau

model of superconduct ivity [1]. This mod el can be treated as the st atic limit of the

(2+1)-dimensional I-Iiggs, or more precisely, Higgs- Maxwell theory, T herefore one

can think of Abrikosov's solut ions as of relativistic vortices in the sense that they

are stati c solut ions of the (2+1)-dimensional relat ivistic Higgs-Maxwell theory [43].

The compatibility of Abrikosov's vortices and of the Ginsburg-Landau model itself

wit h relat ivisti c dynamics follows from the fact that this mod el does not contain

the Gauss law, 6.40 = lo. This omission is compatible with the assumption of the

electrical neutrality (Ao = 0) only when lo vanishes for static fields, i.e., when it is
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the relativistic charge: Jo = ie(?>Do </Y - </YDo</Y).

The possibili ty of existence of Chern-Simons-Maxwell vortices.was first discussed

in [45] within the relativist ic Higgs model. (For the actualnumerical solutions of this

model see [16] .) Mult ivortex solut ions and the selfduality limit were discovered (in

the pure Chern-Sirnons case) in [26] and [3:3, 29]. In additi on to these asy mp toti cally

non vanishing solut ions with quan tized flux, t he relat ivist ic model exhibits nontopo

logical solitons for which the mat ter field , cP, vanishes at infini ty [29] . (We call such

bell- shaped solitons "lumps" in this thesis .) Alt hough the two set s of solut ions are

sup por ted by th e same scalar potential U(cP ) = ( 1</Y1 2
- po)2 (lcPI 2

- a) , they obviously

per tain to different regimes of the self-int eraction, vortices to repul sion , lumps to

at traction.

The nonrelativistic model, i.e. the gau ged nonlinear Schrodinger equation [31] , is

presumabl y more relevant for condensed mat ter appli cations . However , it was found

to exhibit only asymptotically vanishing solitons [:31, 30, 32] . Alt hough these collective

exc itations are also referred to as topological vorti ces, as their flux is quanti zed , they

ar e clearly distinct from the relat ivist ic to pological vort ices which have the form of

defects interpolating between topologically disti nct vacua. Solutions of the la tter

type do not arise in the standa rd nonrelat ivist ic model as formulated by J ackiw and

Pi [31]. There is even no condensate state, i.e. nontrivial vacuu m solut ion in this

mod el.

As in the ordinary, nongau ged nonlinear Schrodinger equation, t he above-said

bell-like solitons ari se in the case of the self-attract ive boson gas (coupled to the

Che rn-Simons field ). By analogy with the nongauged equation , one could expect t he

condensate state to emerge in the case of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with

repulsion. However , as is shown below, the condensate can be incorporated into the

"standard" model by no choice of the scalar self-interaction. It turns out that this
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model is applicable only for the description of asymptotically vanishing fields. Our

aim is to modify it to incorporate the condensate (and the topological defects).

We demonstrate that the necessary modification can be attained by the revision

of the Lagrangian formulation of the nongauged precursor of the standard model.

Csing the revised Lagrangian as a basis for the gauge theory, we arrive at a new

version of the gauged nonlinear Schrodinger equation which is completely compatible

with the nonvanishing ("condensate") boundary conditions.

A. The standard model and asymptotically nonvanishing fields

The gauged nonlinear Schrodinger equation was formulated by Jackiw and Pi [31,30,

32]:

(3.1a)

where p = 1'ljJ1 2
, U'(p) = dU/ dp, D = V - ieA, Ao is the scalar and A the vector

potential. The gauge field Aa = (Ao, A) satisfies its own equation for which the

conserved matter current , J" = (}o, J), serves as a source. (Note that there are no

external gauge fields.) The most general linear equation for Aa in (2+1) dimensions

comprises both Maxwell and Chern-Simons terms:

(3.1b)

Here Fa(3 = oaA(3-o(3Aa; Greek and Latin indices run over 0,1,2 and 1,2, respectively;

and the metric signature is (+, -, -). The matter current of Jackiw and Pi has the

following form:

}0=p=I'ljJ1 2
,

1- -
J = ~('ljJD1' - 'ljJD'ljJ).

z

(3.2a)

(3.2b)
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Next the parameters f1 and K, control the relative contributions of the Maxwell and

Chern-Simons terms in the corresponding Lagrangian:

t- - ---
E = 2( 7/; Do7/; - 7/; Do7/; ) - DkV,Dk 7/;

- ~FO:{3r){{3 + ~ t:-y ;'.{3 A-yFO: {3 - U(p). (:3 .3)

In eq . (:3 .3) Do = AD + ieAo; f1 is ~ 0, and K, will be considered nonnegative as well.

The case of negative", is recovered simply by the parity t ransformat ion (Xl ~ x 2
,

Al ~ A2
) . Finally, the scal ar self-interaction U(p) is taken to be completely arbitrary

in this section . 'vVe demonstrate that , no matter what U(p) is, the sys tem (3.1)-(3 .3),

which we will call t he standard model , does not admi t the condensate solution.

Componentwi se, the gauge field equation (3.1b) can be written as

f1 div E - ",B = eJo,

- f1E t + f1 curl B - ",E = eJ,

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

where E i = F io and B = F 21 are the elect ric and magnetic fields respectively, curl B =

(oB / ay, -aB / ox). E stands for the dual to E : J!; i = Ei jEj.

vVe will call a condens ate any solution to the equat ions (3.1a) , (:3.4) with the

following properties: (i) 1/.' is a time-independent nonsingular matter field distribution

with a uniform density, i.e. 1/-, = y'pOeix(x) with Po = const an d X(x) single-valued; (ii)

the elect ric and magnetic fields are also st atic , E = E(x ), B = B(x) , and bounded.

In the pure Maxwell case ('" = 0), th e nonexistence of the solut ion with the

propert ies ab ove is st raightforward. Eq. (3.4b) is then simply div E '" po and so

the electric field has to grow indefinitely. In the pure Chern-Simons case (f1 = 0),

eq . (3.4b) becomes B '" Po and th e nonexi stence of the condensate is not so obv ious.

Below we prove this fact for the most general situ ation when both the Maxwell and
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Chern-Simons terms are pres ent.

Our argument appears somewhat shorter if we choose the real gauge, X(x) = O.

The imaginary part of eq. (:3 .1a) amounts to div A = 0 and hence A is a curl:

A = curlw.

T he current (3.2b) is t hen a curl as well:

J = -2epocurlw.

(3.5)

(3.6)

T he requirement E t = Et = 0 does not yet ensure A t = 0 and so the electri c field,

(3.7)

may have, in general , bot h conservat ive and solenoida l componen ts. However , t aking

the divergence of eq. (3.4b) with Et = 0, we get

- K\l . E = - K\l x E = 0,

which means that E is a pure gradient. Eq. (3.7) yields then

E = -\lAo.

(3.8)

(3.9)

Eva lua ting th e cur l of both sides of eq. (3.4b) and subtracting eq. (3.4a) wit h

an appropriate coefficient, it is not diffi cult to obtain a stati onary nonhomogeneous

Klein-G ordon equat ion for the magneti c field:

Here we also used the fact that

B = -.6w;

(3.10)

(3.11)
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this is a simple consequence of eq. (3.5).

The general solution of the equat ion (3.10) is the sum of a particular solution of

the nonhomogeneous equation, for instance

.. e/\, po
B(x ) = Bo = - 2 ') 2 '

r: + .ce J-lPo

and the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation ,

The genera l solution of eq. (:3 .1:3) is, of course, well known:

(3.12)

(3.1:3)

(:3.14)

where K m and L; are the modified Bessel fun cti ons, bm and bm arbitrary complex

coeffi cients and

2 J-l2
ro = .

/\,2 + 2e2J-l po

Unless all bm = bm = 0, this solution grows exponent ially and/or has singularit ies

in a finite par t of the (x ,y)-plane. (In fact , to see that B = 0 is t he only square

integrabl e solution, we do not even need the explicit formula (3.14). All one needs to

do is to obser ve that the operator L = - J-l2tJ. + /\, 2 + 2e2J-l Po on t he left hand side of

(3.13) is positive definite, and app ly L -1 to both sides.)

Thus the only bounded solut ion of eq . (3.10) is the const ant magneti c field (3.12).

For constant B , eq. (3.4b) becomes

E = 2e
2
po\lw.

K

Comparing it to (3.9) we observe that w is equal to

/\,
w = ---Ao

2e2 po

(3.15)

(3.16)
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plus , probably, some fun ction of t ime. (We do not keep track of it as it cancels in

what follows.)

Eliminat ing w between eqs. (3.11) and (3.16), we obtain

(3.17a)

with Bo given by the exp ression (3.12). The real par t of the nonlinear Schr6dinger

equat ion (3.1a) is another equation for Ao:

eAo+e' (2e~por (\7Ao)' = -U'(Po).

In what follows we find it useful to rewrite the equations (3.17) as

2e2p08Ao = _ ._0 Bo,
I\,

( )

2
I\, - 1

Ao+ e - 2- oAooAo = - - U'(Po ).
2e po e

Here z and z are the Laplace coordinates on the plane ,

(3.17b)

(3.18)

(3.19)

8 = 8j8z and 8 = 0/ 0-::.

x + iy
Z = - -

2
x - zyz = - -

2

Up to now we were implicitly assuming that I\, =f. O. If I\, = 0, the subst it ut ion

of (:3 .7) and (3.5) into (:3.4a) produces exact ly the equa t ion (3.17a) , wher e we should

only replace Bo/ I\, by its limit ing value:

lim Bo = __1_.
1<--+0 I\, 2epo

Solution of the Poisson equat ion (3.18) is

(3.20)
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where f (z) is an arbitrary complex function, ana lyt ic in th e finite part of the complex

plane. The first te rm in (3.20) is a solution of the inhomogeneous equat ion, while

f( z) + f( z) represents the general solut ion ofthe corresponding homogeneous equ a

t ion . The nonexistence of the condensate solution is obvious already from eq. (3.20) .

(.'10 comprises a te rm quadrat ic in coordinates and so the elect ric field grows at least

linearl y as r -+ 00.) However , we prove a stronger assert ion. We demonst rate that

equations (3.18) and (3.19) are , in general, incomp atible and , with a single exception,

there are no even polynomially growing solutions.

Subst itution of eq. (3.20) into (3.19) produces

2 ( ) 22e Po _ ? _ /i , .--
--Bo:::: + eBa:: :: + e -,-2- f (z)f'(::)

r; 2e Po

+ [f (:: ) + ,/i Boz j'(z) +c.c.] = -~U'(po ).
2epo e

(:3.21)

yVe expand the analyt ic function f(z) in a Taylor series in the neighbourhood of

z = 0:

. ) 2I(z = fo + fI z +h z +....

Substi t ut ing this into eq. (3.21) we have

(
2e2Po ) (/i) 2--Bo+ eBJ zz + e -. - 'J

/i 2e-po

x [fd' (Z)+ fJ' (z ) - 1/1 12 + f fcii Zizi]
1= 1 J= 1

+ [/(:: )+ ,/iBo z j'(::) + c. c.] = -~UJ(po )
2epo e

(:3.22 )

(3.23)

with Gii = const. In eq. (:3. 23) there are terms which are functi ons of z only ; terms

which are functions only of z; and those which are products of powers of z and z. For

the equation to be satisfied, each group of te rms must be set equ al to a cons tant. In
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particular, assembling all functions of z, we obtain

e (_K,_) 2yJ 1(Z) + K,BozJ'(z) + j (z) = Co ,
2e2 po 2epo

(3.24)

where Co is the corresponding separation constant . Eq. (3.24) is separable and so its

solution is straightforward :

(3.25)

(3.26)

where

2epo
n =--- .K, Bo '

::0 = - KoYl / (2e2poBo) and Cl is an arbi t rary complex constant. If Cl is zero, eq. (3.21)

redu ces simply to

Ko
2 +4e

2
JLPo = 0,

which is clearl y impossible for JL ~ O. Hence, Cl =I O.

(3.27)

For Cl =I 0, the analyticity requi res n to be a positi ve integer. Returning to

equation (3.21 ), it is elementary to see now that Zo is necessaril y zero , and the only

admissible value of n is 2. T he value of ICll is then foun d to be e3 P6/ K, 2.
Invoking eq. (3.26) we find that the condit ion n = 2 is equivalent to JL = O. This

means that a solutio n to th e system (:3.17) exists only in the pure Chern-Simons case,

JL = O. However , this solut ion is quadr atic in the co-ordinates ,

') 3 2_e Po _ 2 --2
Ao = ---2- :; :; + Cl:: + Clz + const ,

r:
(3.28)

and so the corre sponding electric field grows linearly as x or y -7 ±oo. As we have

already mentioned , this solut ion is clearly not admissible as the cond ensate st ate .

Returning to the original system (3.1), this impli es that the condensate exists for no

JL and «.
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B. The regularised model

At first glance it may seem that there is just one way to couple minimally elect ro-

magnetism to th e nonlinear Schrodinger field, namely the way Jackiw and Pi did it .

In this prescrip t ion one substitutes aJl -7 DJl ln the corresponding Lagrangian ,

However , the Lagrangian for the NLS equat ion,

i !/Jt + .6. ~, - U'(p) ~, = 0

(3.29)

(:3. :30)

is not defined uniquely, One may add a time derivative to (3.29), for example. It is

na tural to ask if all possible Lagrangians produce the same gauge theory and , if not ,

then on what grounds should we choose one or another.

To underst and th e impact of the specific choice of the Lagrangian on the theory,

consider the simplest model, which is the ordinary nong auged NLS equation on a line:

iV't + VJxx - U'(p)V' = O.

It is easy to check that the Lagrangian

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

which is normally associated with eq. (:3.:31 ), does not aut omatically produce correct

integrals of motion for solutions wit h IVJI2 -7 Po at infinity. Ind eed , the number of

particles integral ,

N J(a£ ' . f se '-I)d= - z'/-' - -=- ztO x
aV't aV't ' ,

t akes the form N = f p dx and obviously diverges. T he regularized number of part i-
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d es,

N = J(p -Po) dx , (3.34)

has to be obtained by the ad hoc sub traction of the background contribution. The

conventional definition of momentum,

( ec - a.c)
P = J 'l/Jxa'lj! t + 'l/Jxa'l/J t dx , (3.35)

does not yield the correct expression either. For the Lagrang ian (3.32) one obtains

p = i J(Wx o
l • - '11, .'11,) dx2 . 0/ . x . (3.36)

which is not comp atible with the Hamiltonian formulation of the model [11]. Ind eed ,

vary ing this P gives

Due to t he app earance of the boundary term we cannot comp ute the functio nal

derivatives 6Pj 6'l/J and 6Pj 6'l/J. As a result, th e Poisson bracket of P with some

ot her fun ctional (e.g. Hami ltonian) can not be evaluated. To obt ain a definition

compa ti ble with the Hamiltonian st ructure we aga in have to make an a post eriori

regulari zation [11] (see also [14]):

(3.37)

Proceeding to two dimensions the standard definitio n P = JPd2 x , with

(3.38)

is even less suitable since for asymptotically nonvanishing configurations this func-
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t ional is not only nondifferentiable but also ill-defined . Assuming, for instance, t he

vortex boundary conditions 'ljJ (x ) -+ ViiOe i n fJ as Ixl-+ 00 we have 1;)-+ (-n)x x po/r 2

and so the integral f Pd2 x converges only in the sense of th e principal valu e. Another

important conserved quan ti ty in two dimensions is t he angular momentum:

J ?L = x x 'Pd: ». (:3.:39 )

As [x] -+ 00 , the int egrand in (3.39) approaches npo and so the ang ular momentum, in

general , diverges. T hus we have to concl ude that nonvanishing boundary conditions at

infin ity (or nonvanishing background) are not comp atible with th e internal st ructure

of the standard mod el. On the one hand this incomp atibili ty manifests itself in the

fact t hat t here is no condensate solution. On the ot her hand, even if t he condensate

existed (as in the case of the non-gauged nonlinear Schrodi nger ), we would st ill have

problems with int egrals of motion. Vie t urn to a nongauged model to see if t he

problem can be overcome at t his more elementary level.

Adding the time derivative of some fun ction to the standard one-d imension al La-

grangian (3.32) obviously does not change it s Euler-Lagrange equati on (3.31). This

fun ction can be chosen in such a way that the corresponding integrals of motio n au-

tom at ically arise in the regulari zed form given by (:3.34) and (3.37) . The app ropriate

time deri vati ve is Pof)/ at Arg 'I/J , and the regularized Lagrang ian is

(3.40)

Let us see if the same pres cription can be extended to two dimensions. The

Lagrangian

(3.41)
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produces the two-dimensional nonlinear Schrodin ger equation,

(3.42)

while the conserved quanti ties (as evaluated by Noether' s th eorem) are:

(3.43)

(3.44a)

with

(3.44b)

and

(3.45)

It is easy to see that these integrals are convergent for fields with p ap proa ching

po ra pidly enough as r -+ 00 . As far as differenti ability is concerne d, P , eq. (3.44a) ,

and L, eq. (3.45) are differentiable in the n = 0 topological sector , i.e for fields

with boundary conditions 7jJ (x ) -+ vpo as r -+ 00 . (Solitonic bubbles in the Bose

condensate [11] furn ish an example of configurat ions of this ty pe . Anot her example

is a vortex-anti vortex pai r. ) However, th e moment um (3.44a) is not differentiable

on a vortex-like configur a tion, i.e. a configuration of the form 'lj.l (X) = 7jJ (r )ei n B wit h

1{l(r ) -+ vfiiO as r -+ DO, and 'lj.l( r) '" r" for r '" O. Indeed let us evaluate -the variat ion

of the momentum:

oP = i J(o7jJ V 7/J - o7jJ V 7jJ )d2
X

-JV [(p - po)o Arg 'lj.J ]d2x .

(3.46)

(3.47)

Similarly to the one-dimensional situation , the quantity (p - po)o Arg 7/J approaches
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zero as r --+ 00 and it is tempting to expect the second term in (3.47) to vanish as

well after the double integral has been transformed to a line integraLover an infinitely

remote contour. However, Green's theorem is not applicable for vortices as Arg'l/J is

not differentiable at the centre of the vortex. .(For instance, if the vortex is placed at

the origin, Arg7/-' = n() = narctan(y/x) .) To apply Green's theorem we would have

to integrate not only over the infinitely remote contour but also over a small contour

encircling the vortex core . The result will clearly be nonzero. Note that this nondif

ferentiability has a nature different from the nondifferentiability of momentum (3.36)

in one dimension . The latter arises from the nonvanishing boundary conditions at

infinity; this discontinuity is an attribute of the condensate. The expressions (3.37)

and (3.44a) are free from this drawback, both in D = 1, and D = 2. However, in two

dimensions the price we pay for the elimination of one discontinuity is the appearance

of another one.

Hence the integrals (3.44a) and (3.45) are not compatible with the Hamiltonian

formulation of the model in the n f:. atopological sector. However , this fact does not

devalue the modified expressions (3.44a) and (3.4.5). The point is that the nongauged

NLS (3.42) does not have (n f:. a)-solutions with finite energy [47, 21]. The celebrated

Ginsburg-Pitaevsky vortex[23, 46] has a logarithmically divergent energy. (This is

why, in numerical experiments with finite energy initial conditions, vortices nucleate

only in vortex-antivortex pairs [3.5].) This implies that the nongauged NLS does not

admit a Hamiltonian formulation in nontrivial topological sectors and there is simply

no need for the differentiability of momentum in topological configurations.

Thus the Lagrangian (3.41) automatically produces finite, differentiable conser

vation laws in the space of finite energy configurations with nonvanishing boundary

conditions at infinity. It is natural to expect that, if we couple 7/-' minimally to the

gauge field, the resulting gauge theory will not be so hostile to asymptotically non-
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vani shing fields. Ind eed gauging the Lagrangian (3.41) yields

which can also be rewrit ten as

l =.[ +Po (Go Arg 'l/' + eAo),

(3.48a)

(3.48b)

where Z is the standard Lagrangian of Jackiw and Pi (eq. (3.3)). The t ime derivative

poGoArg V-' can be dropped from the Lagrangian without any consequences for the

equations of motion and the final form of the regularized model is

l = ~ ('l/JDo 'l/J - 'l/J Do'l/J ) - Dk'l/JDk'l/J + epoAo

- ~FO:{3Faf3 + ~ t:'Ya f3 A -yFa f3 - U(p). (3.49)

It is only one term, epoAo, that makes eq . (3.49) different to the standard model

(3.3 ). However, this term has a tr ansparent physi cal interpretation (it describes the

gauge field coupling to the uniformly charged static background) and produces a

drasti c change in the structure of solut ions to the model. T he equations of motion

look the same, eqs. (:3.1), with th e vector J being given by the standard expression

(3.2b). It is only the number density, Jo, t hat is changed by the addi tion of the te rm

poAo to the Lagrangi an. This t ime Jo is given not by eq. (3.2a) bu t by

Jo = p - Po· (3.50 )

It is st raightforward to check that the model regularized in this way does possess the

condensate solu tio n: V-' = yfiiO, Ao = -(1 j e)U1(po)' A = O.
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c. The constrained Hamiltonian formulation

The Hamiltonian formulation of the new model (as well as of the standard model of

J acki w and Pi ) is cru cial for the const ruction of self-dual solutions (see sec. E.2). One

immediately not ices that the Lagrangian (3.49) is singular (degenerat e in velocities).

In it s treatment we follow the Dirac-Bergmann approach (see [20], [53] for a review

and references).

The momenta conjugate to the matter field 'l/J and it s complex conjugate '1/' are

given by

and give rise to two primary const raints :

t- Po
el = 7T - 21f (1 - p)= 0,

_ t Po6 = 7T + - 1f(1 - -) = 0.
2 P

The momenta conjugate to the field s AD' are

(3.51a)

(:3.51b)

(3 -.) ). .;) ~

ITa vanishes. T herefore ITa = °is a th ird primary const raint . T he canonical Hamil-

ton ian den sity is the energy density T OO [see eq. (:3.64a) below] expressed in te rms of

canoni cal variables ~', ~', 7T , 1f, AI-' and IT J." Integrat ing by par ts we write the can onical

Hamiltonian as

He=J{ID 'l/J1 2+U(p) + ~(E2 + B2
) } d2 x

-JAo{(p div E - KB - e(p - Po)} d2x , (3.53)
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where E' = (K:Eii Ai /2 - ITi ) / j1, and B = o1A2 - o2A1. The Poisso~ bracket between

two functionals is

The constraints (3.51) are second class , {~1(X, i), 6(y, in = -i5(2)(x - y), and

can be accommodated by the introduction of the Dirac bracket,

{S, T}n = {S, T} - ~ J[{S, ~,(Z)m,(z), T}

-{S, ~'(Z)}{~,(Z),T}] J'z. (3.54)

In fact one can express 1T and 1f from (3.51) and consider Sand T as functionals

of </; and </; only:

S = S (</;, 1/', 1T( </;, </; ),1f( </;, </;)) ,

T = T(</;, </;, 1T(~), </;), </;(~" </;)).

(They also depend on Ai, IT i, of course.) As a result the Dirac bracket is

(3.55)

where

(3.56)

The constraint ITa = 0 is first class and the requirement of its conservation leads to a
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secondary constraint

'fl = {ITo, He}D = f-l div E - K,B - e(p - Po) = O. (3.57)

The secondary constraint 'fl = 0 does not lead to further constraints since, as one can

check, {17, He}D = O.

The total Hamiltonian is now HT = He + JvITod
2x, where v is an arbitrary

multiplier. One can now see that the variables AD and ITo have no physical significance.

ITD = 0 all the time while AD can take arbitrary values. Accordingly we may drop

them out from the set of dynamical variables of the model. This can be accomplished

by discarding the term vITo in HT, the only role of which is to let AO vary arbitrarily,

and by treating AD as an arbitrary multiplier. As a result the Hamiltonian formulation

of our model can be given in terms of three pairs of canonical fields, 7jJ, 7jJ; Ai, ITi . The

dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian, He, with the canonical bracket (3..55) (now

a=1,2). The initial state should satisfy the constraint (3.57). Hamilton's equations

will contain an arbitrary function AO. It can be determined only for a static problem,

in which case the problem reduces to finding the stationary points of energy

(3.58)

on the constraint manifold (3.57). In this case AO plays the role of a Lagrange

multiplier and He is a Lagrange function.

So far we have assumed f-l i- O. For f-l = 0 (pure CS model) the situation is

somewhat different. The theory has two more second class primary constraints, viz.

K, 2
~3 = IT l - 2"A = 0,

K,
~4 = IT 2 + 2"A

l = 0,

(3.59a)

(3.59b)
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{6(x, i) , ~4(Y ' in = -1'i:O(2)(x - y), resulting from the definition of momenta IT i . This

can be accommodated by modifying the br acket:

{5 ,T }D = {5,T}

[
l ' 1+J - i {5,6 (z)}{6 (z),T} + i{ 5,~2(z)}{6(z) , T}

- ~{5'~3 (Z)}{~4(Z) ,T} + ~{5' ~4( Z ) }{ ~3 ( Z), T}] d2
z .

T he reduced phase space in this case is spanned by 'ljJ , 'ljJ, A l and A2
, and the Dirac

bracket takes the form:

J[1 (555T 55 5T)
{5,T}D = i 0v' 0'ljJ - 0'ljJ o'ljJ

1 (55 5T 55 5T) ] 2
+~ oA1oA2 - OA20Al d X,

where
5 0 sn. 0_=_+_J_

oAi ok aAi sn..
J

(3.60)

(3.61)

In fact in the pure Chern-Simons case fur ther reduction is possible. In this case

the const raint (3.57) can be explicit ly resolved which makes it possible to consider

'ljJ, V' as the only canonical variab les. This is the approach util ised by J ackiw and

Pi [31, 30, 32]. In the genera l case, however, the fact tha t the constraint involves

both IT i and Ai makes such redu cti on imp ossible.

Our final rem ark in this section is that t he fact that the model can be formulated

as a cons trained Hamiltonian system is a conseq uence of the local gauge invari an ce.

The generator of the local gauge transformations is nothing but the first class con

straint (3.57). The linear par t of the transformation is

'ljJ (x ) -+V' (x) +a(xoH'ljJ (x ),1](xo)}

= V,(x) + iea(xo)J(2 l(x - xo)'ljJ(x) (3.62a)



1/J(x) -+ 1/J (x ) +a(xoH1/J (x ), 7] (xo)}

= 1/J (x) - i ea(xo)o(2)(X - Xo)1/J(X)

Ai(x) -+Ai(x) + a(xoHAi(x ), 7] (xo)}
. . . a

= A'{x) + a(xo)~ .O(2) (X - xo)
uxt

Il.Ix) -+ IIi(x) +a(xoHII i (x) ,7](xo)}

K, 0 (2)= IIi(x) + ~a(xo ) f:ijo j O (x - xo).
~ x
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(3.62b)

(3.62c)

(3.62d)

The formulas (3.62) per tain to the case where both Maxwell and Chern-Simons terms

are present (f.l =I 0). The bracket here is the Dirac bracket (3.55). When All is th e

pure Chern-Simons gaug e field, eqs. (3.62a-c) are still in place,while (3.62d) should

be discarded. The bracket then is defined by eq. (3.60).

D. Momentum

We st art with the derivation of the energy-moment um tensor for the modified model

(3.49). The corresponding results for the standard Jackiw-Pi 's model are recovered

by simply let ting Po = O.

By Noeth er 's theorem, the canonical energy-momentum te nsor is

where go: (3 = diag{l, -1, -I}. For the Lagrangian (3.49) eq. (3.63) yields

TOO = IDk 1,bl2 + U(p) + ~F;(3

+ Ao(e(p - Po ) + K,F21 - f.lchFok)

+Ok [Ao (f.lFOk - if:kmAm)] ,

o· z - - .
T 1= 2( ~)Di1/J - ~)Di 1/J) +epOf:ijXJ B +f.lf:ijFojF21

(3.64a)
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+.4i"( -J.L0kFOk + ", F2 1 + e(p - Po))

+Ok [epoEmk EijXjAm + Ai (J.LFOk - iEkmAm)] 1

(3.64b)

"0 -- -- . "
T' = - D(lpDo'l/J - Dd-JDo'l/J + J.L EimFOmF21

-00 [Ao (J.LFOi - iEimAm) ]

+EikOk {J.L AoF21 + i(Ao)2} ,

Tij = Di'l/JDj 'l/J + Di'l/JDj 'l/J - J.LFoiFOj

+ (~ F;13 - ~P + U'(p)p - U + epoAo) iSij

-00 [Aj (J.L FOj - i EikAk)]

+EikOk {J.LA jF2 1 + iAO Aj} .

(3.64c)

(3.64d)

The expressions for the fluxes, eqs (3.64c) and (3.64d), were simplified using the

equations of motion . In the conserved dens iti es, eqs (:3.64a) and (3.64b) , the multiples

of J.L div E + ", B + e(p - Po) vanish as well. However,

J.L div E + ", B + e(p - Po) ~ 0

is a weak equ ality in Dirac's sense and can be implemented only after all Poi sson

br ackets have been calculated.

The last terms in the fluxes T io are two- dimens ional curls. vVe can drop th em

as they cancel in th e local conservation laws,

(3.65)

Next , terms in th e square brackets in th e conserved densities (3.64a) and (3.64b)
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cause the divergence or nondifferentiability of the correspondingintegrals of motion.

Fortunately the terms with the square brackets in (3.64a,b,c,d) are the components

of (2+1)-dimensional curls and so can be dropped without violating the local censer-

vation laws (3.65).

Thus we arrive at the following expression for the linear momentum:

pi =J{~(?,bDi?,b - ?,b Di?,b) + epOEijX
j
B + /-lEij FOjB

+(Ai - Ai) [-/-lfAFok +~B + e(p - PO)]} d2
x . (3.66)

Here Ai (i = 1,2) are arbitrary multipliers reflecting the gauge freedom in the con

strained Hamiltonian formulation. One can verify that pi is indeed a differentiable

functional. It generates translations supplemented by local gauge transformations:

where s = 1,2.

= ?,b(x) - aJ)s?,b(x) + ieasA(x, a)?,b(x),

?,b(x) -7 ?,ba
s
(x) = 1/'(x) + as{?,b(x) , PS}

= ?,b(x) - aJ)s1/'(x) + ieasA(x, a)1/'(x),

A(x) -7 Aas(x) = A(x) +as{A(x) , PS}

= A(x) - as8sA(x) +asV A,

ll(x) -7 llas(x) = ll(x) +as{ll(x), PS}

(3.67a)

(:3.67b)

(3.67c)

(3.67d)

The explicit dependence of the momentum density, eq. (3.66), on x and y results

in a nonstandard commutation relation between pl and t».

(3.68)
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where n is the topological charge of the configuration 'I/J, viz.

(3.69)

(3.70)

In fact the bracket (3.68) can be evaluated without invoking the explicit expressions

for the momenta, eq. (3.66). One only needs to know the Poisson brackets (3.67). This

implies that the linear momentum in our theory should necessarily be translationally

noninvariant.
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E . Vortices in the condensate

1. Background solution and asymptotic behaviour

The condensate solution has the form: 'ljJ = ..;po' Aa = - (1/e)U'(Po) , A = O. This

solut ion exists even when the potent ial U(p) does not possess a symmet ry-breakin g

minimum at po. We can, however, confine our selves to potenti als with U'(Po) = 0 as

this condition can always be accomplished by the transformation Ao -+ Ao- U' (Po)/ e,

U(p) -+ U(p) + U'(Po)p. The condensate solut ion is then 'ljJ = ..;po' Aa = 0, A = 0,

and it corresponds to an extremum of U(p). By a singular gauge t ransformat ion the

condens ate generates a set of singular solut ions ,

A= ~ell
e r

(3.71)

which serve as r -+ 00 asymptotes for vorti ces. The magnetic flux of the vortex is

quant ized: cl> = J B d2 x = f A ll rdB = 27fn / e. Integrating eq. (3.57) over t he entire

plane we observe that the flux and the (regularized) number of par t icles in the vortex

are related: -i'\:cl> = e J( p - pa)d2x. Hence N is quantiz ed as well:

J 2 27f t>:
N = (p - Po)d x = - 7 n.

Confining consideration to radi ally symmetric configurations we write

(3.72)

'ljJ (x ) = 7j.) (r )ei n ll
,

Aj( ) - jk cP(r )x - {: Xk -
2
- ,

r

Ao(x) = Aa(r).

j , k = 1, 2,

(3.7:3a)

(3.73b)

(3.73c)

Regularity at the origin requires 'ljJ (0) = 0 when n =1= o. For finite A(O) we should
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also have <p(0) = O. Hence

<p(r) = l r B(r)rdr

and t he quantity 27r<p(r) acquires a simple interpretation as the magnetic flux through

a disc of radius r. As r -+ 00, <p(r) -+ <I> / (27r)= iil e. T he system (3.1) reduces to

e2
( n) 2

-~1/; + r2 <p - --; 1/; + eAo1/; + U'(p)1/; = 0,

(
<Pr) dAo 2 ( n)-f1 <Prr - --; - nr dr +2e p <p - --; = 0,

-f1~Ao - K <Pr - e(p - PO) = O.
r

(3.74a)

(3.74b)

(3.74c)

T he syst em (3.74) may exhibit bo th topological vort ices, for which n =J. 0, and

vor ti city-free solu t ions , bubbles. Eq. (3.72) indicates t hat t he bubbles have to be

nod al in our model , i.e. p(r ) - po should necessar ily change sign. In the pure Maxwell

case (K= 0) bo th bubbles and vortices must be nod al.

For small r the solut ions to (3.74) can be sought as

<p(r ) = rm(<po+ <P ir + <P2r2+...),
l( 2A(r )= r 0:0 + O:ir + 0:2 r +...),

p ~ 0;

m. > 0;

I ~ 0,

(3.75a )

(3.75b)

(3.7.5c)

where <Po, 0:0, 1/;0 f= O. Substi tuting these into (3.74) one readily ver ifies that t here are

two possibili ties corresponding to bu bble and vortex solut ions respectively, viz.

{

1/;0 + O(r2
) (bubble)

~l ( r ) =
1/;or 1nl + O(r1nl+i ) (vortex , n f= 0);

<p(r) = O(r2
) ;

Ao(r )= Ao(O) +O(r2
) .
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(Here 'l/Jo =1= 0.) It is also worth looking at the asymptotic behaviour at infinity.

Assuming exponentially localised solutions we write

'l/J (I ) = ~ [1 + I P('l/Jo + 'l/J11-1 + '1'2 I -
2

+ ... ) e--yr] ,

' ( ) n m ( A-. A-. - 1 +""A-. - 2 + ) - -yr<PI =-+1 '/-'0+'/-'11 '/-'21 ... e ,
e

A ( ) I ( -1 + -2 + ) --yro I = I 0:'0 + 0:'1I 0:'21 . . . e ,

where 'l/Jo , <Po, 0:'0 =1= 0 and Re I > O.

(3.76a)

(3.76b)

(3.76c)

(3.77)

When t\, =1= 0, one ends up with the following cubic equation for the exponent

squared:

12(c2 - (2 ) (~ - ( 2) = 2e
2

po (2e2po - ( 2) ,

16 ~ ~

where c2 = 2poU"(po) and 1/16 = (2 e2po~ + t\,2) /~2. We assume that U(p) posses ses

a minimum at Po: U"(po) > O. T hen eq. (3.77) can obviously have no negative or

zero roots , 1 2. This means that there are three exponent s 1 1, 12 , 13 with positi ve (and

three with negati ve) real parts. This justi fies our exponenti al localisa tion assumption.

At the Chern-Simons limit (~ = 0) eq. (3.77) reduces to a biquadratic equation.

(T he reason is that eqs. (3.74b) and (3.74c) are of t he jirst order now.) The exponen ts

can readily be found ,

(3.78)

Clearly for U"(Po) ~ 2e2
/ t: t he solution approaches the condensate monotonically,

while for 0 < U"(po) < 2e2
/ r: it undergoes an oscilla tory decay to the background.

The pure Maxwell case (t\, = 0) is exceptional. In this case we have, instead of

eq. (3.77) ,
2

2( 2 2) e PoI C - I = --.
~

(3.79)

This time we arrive at a quadratic equat ion because asymptotically eq. (3.74b) decou-
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ples from eqs. (3.74a) and (3.74c) and we effectively have a system of two second-order

equations. Provided c2 > 0, ,2 can not be a negati ve real number and so we again

have exponentially localised solutions.

2. Self-dual lim its

Stati c solutions correspond to st at ionary points of the Hamiltonian (3.58) on the

const raint manifold (3.57). In the mixed Chern- Simons- Maxwell case , using the

flux-vorticity relation, <I> = 2rrn/e, and the Bogomol'nyi decomposition,

(3.80)

the energy (3.58) takes the form

(3.81)

For U( p) = e2/(2 /-l)( p _ po )2 (which corres ponds to the Bose gas with a-function pair

wise repulsion) and fields approaching the condensat e background (:3.71) the energy

can be rewrit ten as

H= J{I(D, ± iD,),p I' + ~ [E ± ~(p - PO)]'

+~ CV'Ao)2} d2x ± 2rrpon.

(3.82)

The lower bound of energy, H = ±2rrpon is saturated when the following self-duality

equations are satisfied:

(3.83a)



e
B ± -(p - Po) = 0,

fl-

Aa = O.
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(3.83b)

(3.83c)

The upper (lower) sign should be associated with the positive (negative) vorticity n.

This can be concluded , for example, simply from the fact that the energy is positi ve

for positi ve U(p) (see eq. (3.58)). Comparing (3.83b) wit h (3.57) we see that solu tions

of eqs. (3.83) lie on the constraint manifold only for K, = fl- and only in the case of

the upper sign. Thus, for K, > 0, only vort ices with positi ve vort icit ies may exis t.

Eq. (3.83a) yields
. 1 1

Al - ±-c·a lnp + -a Arg~)- 2e ' J J e I
(3.84 )

and we should retain only the upper sign here. Substi tuting this into (3.83b) we

arrive at

The corresponding magnetic field is then

e
B = --(p - Po).

fl-

(:3.85a)

(:3 .85b)

Eq. (3.85a) ap peared previously in the self-dual limit of the relativistic Higgs

model with Maxwell term [15] and is known to possess solutions with the "topological

vortex" asymptot ic behaviour: p((0) = Po , p(O ) rv r 2n
, n 2 1. No explicit solu tions

of this equation for Po i= 8 have been found. Nevertheless eq. (3.85a) was proved to

possess multivortex solutions [54] for which no closed form representations exist bu t

which can be found , for instance, numerically. In Fig.3 , we plot the n = 1 solution of

eq. (3.85a ) together with th e corresponding B(r ), eq. (3.8.5b).

The self-duality redu ction is also possible in th e pure Chern-Simons case (fl- = 0).

Making use of the ident ity (3.80) and the constraint (3.57) the energy (3.58) can be
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Fig. 3. The (n = 1) self-dual vortex. l(a) and l(b) correspond to both the

Maxwell-Chern-Simons (f.L = x;) and the pure Chern-Simons (f.L = 0) case.

Fig. l(a) shows the solution of the Liouville-like equation (3.85a) while on l(b)

the corresponding magnetic field is plotted, eq. (3.85b) .
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represented as

Invoking the integ ral form of the constraint ,eq. (3.72) , we rewrite this as

H =J[1(Dl ± i D2) ~1 12 =j= : (p - PO )2 +U(p)] d
2x

±2r.pon .

(3.86)

(3.87)

With the choice of U(p) = ±(e2/K )(p - Po )2 one observes that the energy is minimal

provided (D1 ± iD2) ~' = 0 when ce we have, as before, eq. (3.84). Sub stituting this

into the constraint equat ion (3.57) we arrive at

and
e

B = --(p - Po).
K,

(:3.88a)

(3.88b)

Note that no equation for Ao arises her e. This is not surprising as Ao is not a dynam-

ical variable. (In our Hamiltonian formul ation, it is just a Lagrangian mul tiplier.)

For any combination of the Maxwell and Chern-Simons terms it can be determined

from the spat ial par t of eq. (3.1b ):

J1 V' x B + K, V' x Ao = eJ. (3.89)

The matter current is calculated from eq. (3.84): J = =j=V' x p. Substituting this into

eq. (3.89) for J1 = 0 we can readily solve for Ao:

e
Ao = =j=-(p - Po).

K
(3.90)

In contrast to the mixed Chern-Simons-Maxwell case, both signs are allowed in
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Fig . 4. Electric field carried by n = 1 vortex in the pure Cherrr-Simons case,

E = -VAo with Ao = - (e / K. )(p - Po) . (In the Maxwell-Chern-Simons case,

the vortex carries no electric field.)
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(3.88a). As a result the pure Chern-Simons model exhibits a wider variety of self

dual solutions. Besides conventionally shaped topological vortices of positive vorticity,

arising in the case of the repulsive potential U(p) = e2(p- Po) 2 / r: (figs. 3, 4), it admits

a new type of solutions corresponding to a self~gravitating gas, U(p) = -e2(p_ PO)2 / r:

[negati ve sign in (3.88a)]. These solutions approach the condensate in an oscillatory

fashion:

p(r) -+ poexp { ~ cos ( J2e:
o

r - 0,)},
as r -+ 00 . Here Cl, C2 = const. At the origin p(o) can be both zero and nonzero;

more precisely, as r r-.J 0,

(3.92a)

(3.92b)

or

~{r) = Jhor2n(1+ e~:Or2 +...) «r",

with ha = const and n positive integer. These two types of oscillating solutions

are presented in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. Because of the slow approach of

these solutions to po (see eq. (3.91)) the corresponding flux, number of particles and,

consequently, energy are infinite. Naturally this fact reduces the interest in these

solutions.

When po -+ 0, the period of oscillation in (3.91) becomes infinite and the oscil

latory solutions pass to the lumps of Jackiw and Pi [31, 30, 32]. The vorticity-free

solutions, eq. (3.92a) (Fig. 5a), pass to the lumps with ti = 0, whereas solutions of

the second type, eq. (3.92b) (Fig. 5b) pass to the lumps with negative vorticity.

We close this section by mentioning that eq. (3.85a) arising in both self-dual limits

and pertaining to the repulsive potential U = e2(p - PO)2 / /\, admits also vorticity-free

lump-like solutions, p(r) -+ 0 as r -+ 00. A straightforward phase space analysis
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Fig . 5. Oscillating solutions in the case of attraction, U = _e2(p - po)2 / K. la. Vortic

ity-free solution. lb. Solution with a negative vorticity.
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shows that p(O) can be any number between 0 and po- As po -+ 0, these solutions

disappear.

F. Equivalence of the background charge and the external magnetic field

This equivalence can be demonstrated on thelevel of Lagrangians. Suppose we have

Jackiw-Pi's model (3.1) where, in addition to the gauge field AJL whose source is the

matter field 'l/J, there is an external potential A:xt. The Lagrangian is

z - -- 2
12= 2('l/JDo'l/J - 'l/JDo~) -IDk~1

-~FafJFafJ + ~t-yafJA-yFafJ - U(p)

and the only distinction from eq. (3.3) is that in (3.93),

D ::l . A . Aext
JL = UJL +ze JL +ze JL •

(3.93)

(3.94)

(Note that FafJ is defined as before: F afJ = OaAfJ - ofJAa.) Now let us define a new

gauge field,

(3.95)

This substitution does not involve derivatives and hence can be implemented directly

in the Lagrangian. Inserting (3.95) into eq. (3.93) yields:

where

c = I:!.. pafJ F ext _ !5:.. -yafJ A F ext
1 2 afJ 2 t " "'I afJ'

DJL = OJL + ieAJL ,

(3.96a)

(3.96b)

(3.96c)
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(3.96d)

and we have dropped the term

the variation of which is zero. Vie can rewrite [1 as

(3.97)

Here the quantities with tildes correspond to the field All" In particular E stands

for the corresponding electric field (and not for the dual to E). If Bext = const, the

term /-lE Bext may be dropped from [1' Consequently, in the case of purely magnetic

(Eext = 0) constant external field, [1 reduces simply to K,AoBext. If we rename the

constant K,Bext as epo, eq. (3.96a) becomes nothing but our model with the background

charge, eq. (3.49), for the fields 'lj; and Aft, viz.

G. Solitonic bubbles in Chern-Simons theories.

In this section we examine the existence of nontopological solitons in the Chern-

Simons model, namely solitonic bubbles. The bubbles are characteristic for both

relativistic and nonrelativistic scalar models with competing self-interactions [10, 6] .

The simplest examples of such models are the Higgs theory with a sextic potential

(the so-called 'lj;6 theory),

(3.98)
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and its nonrelativistic counterpart, the cubic-quintic nonlinear Schrodinger equation:

(3.99)

The solitonic bubbles can be defined [6] as vorticity-free axially symmetric con

figurations with the following properties:

V,(x) = 'l/J(r) --+ #0 as r --+ 00,

V'(O) > 0, 'l/Jr(O) = o.

(3.100a)

(3.100b)

Similar to vortices the bubbles have the form of localised rarefaction domains on

the background of the spatially uniform solution. However, as opposed to topolog

ical vortices, they are inherently unstable. Invoking the boson gas interpretation of

eq. (3.99), bubble-like solitons have the meaning of the low density cavities in the

constant density condensate.

Physically the importance of solitonic bubbles stems from the fact that these

unstable structures can seed first-order phase transitions [11, 35]. Indeed the energy

functional for static configurations of the models (3.98) and (3.99) is

(3.101)

where U(I'l/J1 2
) = (1'l/J12- Po)2(1'l/J1 2- A). When 0 < A < Po , the homogeneous solution

'l/J = vpo realises only a local minimum of the energy, while the global minimum is

achieved on a homogeneous solution V) = 0 (Fig. 6). Thermodynamically this implies

that the state 'l/J = 0 is stable while the state with 'l/J = vpo is metastable. The

bubble solution represent the configuration with 'l/J = VPo everywhere except for a

finite domain, where 'l/J is close to zero. Accordingly it is interpreted as a nucleus of

the stable phase in the metastable one. It has been shown that solitonic bubbles are
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Fig. 6. The energy of homogeneous states in the 'lP-Vi model.
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inherently unstable, no matter what is the number of dimensions or the form of the

nonlinearity [11]. Therefore, after a solitonic bubble has nucleated, it will instantly

start to grow and in the process convert the entire space into the stable state.

In the context of gauge theories the idea of inhomogeneous nucleation is not

unknown either. Jensen and Steinhardt [34] proposed that phase transitions in su

perfluid 3He-4He mixtures can be mediated by dissociating vortices. (The model

they discussed was the 7jJ6 Higgs field coupled to the Maxwell field.)

An important question is whether solitonic bubbles survive interaction with

gauge fields. If so, these would be natural candidates for the role of nucleation seeds

in gauge theories.

The problem of the existence of bubbles appears to be quite nontrivial. So far

it has not been completely solved. There seem to be principal differences between

relativistic and nonrelativistic theories in this respect. It turns out that relativistic

theories cannot support bubble-like solitons . However, we are not able to reach a

similar negative conclusion within our nonrelativistic theory.

In what follows we demonstrate the absence of bubbles in the relativistic model.

The Lagrangian density for the relativistic theory, comprising both Maxwell and

Chern-Simons terms, is given by

(3.102)

Variation of the corresponding action yields the Euler-Lagrange equations

(3.103a)

(3.103b)
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Here J CY. is the relativistic conserved matter cur rent ,

(3.104)

When e = 0, the gauge field decoupl es and for static fields ('lj;t = 0) eq. (3.10:3a)

becomes simply
dU

-~'lj;+d 'lj; = 0. (3.105)
p p= ,p2

It can be shown [6, 10] that eq. (3.105) has a bubble solut ion provided U( 'lj;2) has at

least two minima (say, at 'lj; = 0 and 'lj; = }Po) such that U(O) < U(Po).

Coming back to the model with the gauge field , eqs. (3.103), we look for static

solutions with the bubble-type boundary condit ions on 'lj; (3.100). We restrict our-

selves to solutions with radially symmetric charge density and elect ric and magneti c

fields:

'lj; (x ) = 'lj; (r )eix(r,O),

Ai - ik </;(r ) . k 1"
- f. Xk - - ) , ~ = ,~ ,

r2

Ao = Ao(r) .

The spatial part of eq. (3.103b) is then

dAo 2
- f-l~A - ~----;{;e o - 2epV 'lj; + 2e pA = 0,

(3.106a)

(3.106b)

(3.106c)

(3.107)

where A = { A1 , A2
} = (</;(r) jr)ee and en eo are the unit vecto rs in rand () directions

respectively. Now since

. AA _ ( </;rr </;r )L..J..----ee
r r 2

and

the r- component of eq. (3.107) is simply Xr = 0 and hence X = X(() ). Substituting
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this into eq. (3.107) we obtain

(3.108)

The LHS of (3.108) depends only on I while the RH S is, up to an r-dependent factor ,

a function of O. Consequent ly dx jdO = 11" a constant , which can always be chosen to

be positive. (The case of negative 11,s can be easily recovered by the t ransformation

a -1- -a, Aa -1- - Aa.) In order that 1/J(x) be a single-valued function this const ant is

required to be an integ er.

With this choice of V-' and AIL eqs. (3.10:3) take the form

21/J 2 2 dU
-~1/J + (11, - ecP) 2" - e Aa1/J + -d1/J = 0,

T' P

I'r (~ )' +KrA~ +2e(n - e,p)p = 0,

f1 ( A') ' cPr 2 2 A 0-- r a- /\'- + e p a = .
T' I

(3.109a)

(3.109b)

(:3. 109c)

Note that now our A11,satz is exact ly the same as t he one we used for vorti ces (eqs 3.73),

VIZ.

. 1. _ . 1,( ) i nB Aj _ jk cP(I ) A - A ( )
'I-' - 'I-' le , - t Xk -

2
-, a - aT'·

T'
(3.110)

In order to avoid a singularity at the origin eit her 1jJ (0) or 11, mus t be set equal to

zero. Since we are interested in solut ions with the boundary conditi on 1jJ (0) > 0, we

have to put 11, = O.

In actu al fact there is no loss of generali ty in choosing 11, = O. T he reason is that

we can define a new J: J= cP - nje and th is J will satisfy the same system (3.109)

but this time with 11, = O. This fact is a manifestat ion of the gauge invariance of the

system (3.103). If the pair AIL' 1/J is a solution of this system , then

(3.111 )
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is a solut ion as well. The subst it ut ion of ~ = <P - n] e ins tead of <P amounts to the

choice X = -nO, i. e. to the t ransformat ion to real tr's.

For the sake of convenience we rewrite the system (3.109) for the case n = 0:

'ljJ dU
-/).1j' + e2<p2- - e2 A61j' + - 1j' = 0,

r 2 dp

1" Cl>; )' +~,A~ - 2e' <I>p ~ 0,

-!:: ( rA~ )' - K, <Pr +2e2pA
o = O.

r r

(3.112a)

(:3.112b)

(3.112c)

Now let us speci fy the bounda ry condit ions . As r --+ 00 , we have p --+ po and

eqs. (3.112a)-(3.112b) beco me

1" ( ; )' + ~,A~ - 2e'po <l> ~ 0,

!:: (rA~)' + K, <Pr - 2e2poAo = O.
r r

(3.113a)

(3. 11:3b)

Physically only solutions wit h finite elect ric and magnet ic field s make sense, where

dAo
E = -VAo = --er,

dr
B = V X A = <Pr .

r

Hence we shall not allow a(r ) to grow faster than r 2 and Ao(r) to grow faster than r

at infini ty. Let us look for solutions in the form

(3.114a)

(:3.114b)

Substituting this into eqs. (3.113) , we find after some algebra that m = 1/2, l = -1 / 2,

and
K,

'V -0'-+0'/1 ,2,3,4- 1 2/1 2

where 0'1 and 0'2 are uncorrelated sign factors , 0'1 ,2 = ±l. Ac~ordingly there are two
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exponentially growing and two exponentially decaying solutions. Power-law growth

and asymptotically constant solutions are thereby excluded.

Some doubts can be raised only regarding the pure Chern-Simons limit , 1i/2fJ ---7

00, wheretwo of the four { 's tend to zero. However , it is not difficult to demonstrate

that in this case asymptotically constant or polynomially growing solutions cannot

emerge either. Indeed expression of Ao(r) from eq. (3.112c) and substitution of it

into eq. (3.112b) yield a scalar equation

_ ~ (~ d</» + (2e
2

) 2 ~</> = O.
dr pr dr r: r

\Vriting

and letting r ---7 00 , we obtain from eq. (:3 .115)

(
2e2po) 2

br r - -1\,- b = 0,

the solutions of which are, of course, two exponentials.

Consequently, the only admissible boundary conditions at infinity are

/1/J(rW ---7 Po , </>(1' ) ---70 , and Ao(r) ---70 as r ---7 00 .

Note that these conditions are compat ible with eq. (3.112a).

To find the boundary condit ions at the origin we expand a, Ao and 1/J as

(3.115)

(3.116)

(3.117a)

(3.117b)

(3.117c)

Physically we are prepared to tolerate solutions with local singularities. Hence neg-
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ative m and L should not be a priori excluded. Substituting these expressions into

eqs. (3.112) we find two possibili ties:

(i) L = 0 or 2, m = 2, cP1 = 0'1 = 1/-' 1 = 0, and

(ii) L = 0, m ~ 4, 0'1 = 1/-' 1 = O.

Thus the boundary conditions at the origin are

Now let us demonstrate t hat t he system (3.112) does not possess solutions with

the boundary condi tions (3.116) and (3.118) other than the vacuum solu tion ,

cP(r ) Aa(r) = 0, 'IjJ =~.

To this end note that eqs . (3.112b)-(3 .112c) can be represented simply as

Ly(r ) = 0,

where y(r) is a vector-function,

[

cP(r ) )
y(r) = ,

Aa(r)

and L is a linear differential operator in t he space of vector-functions:

(3.119)

(3.120)

[

dId 2
- J-l r- - - + 2e p

Ly = dr r dr

1 d
-1\,--

r dr

d ) ( , )
- /\'r- <p

dr

1 d d 2
- J-l--r- + 2e p Aa

r dr dr

(3.121)

It turns out that the operator L is positive and hence does not have zero eigenvalues in

the space of vector-functions with boundary conditions (3.116) and (3.118). Indeed,
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deno ting

we have

00 [<p
2

(dA) 2 ] r ( <p
2

)(y, L y) = fl 1 ~ + d/ r dr +2e
2
lo 7 + A~r pdr > 0

(3.122)

(3.123)

and hence eq. (3.120) cannot be satisfied.

It is worthwhile to mention that, in th e pure Chern- Simons case (fl = 0), t he

nonexistence of bubbles is quite obvious. In this case eq. (3.120) redu ces to eq. (3.115)

which is nothing but a Sturm-Liouville equation with a posit ive potential or, speaking

in quantum-mechanical terms, with a potent ial barrier. Localised solut ions (bound

states) clearly cannot exist in such a potential. As we have shown above, th e asyrnp-

totically constant or slowly growing solut ions cannot arise eit her.

The argument above does not forbi d the existence of vortices, i. e. solu t ions of

eqs. (3.109) with n > 0, though it may seem to do so. Alt hough the vortices are

among solut ions of t he very same system (3.112) (due to the gau ge invariance of

the model ), the boundary condit ions at the origin for vortices differ from those we

imposed on bubbles , eqs. (3.118). More precisely vort ex solutions ari se if we discard

the requirement '1/;0 =I- 0 in eq. (3.117c) and take 'tjJ (r ) in the form

(3.124)

Subst ituting (:3. 117a), (:3.117b) and (:3 .124) into eqs. (:3 .112) we find that m = 0, l "2: 2

or l = 0, and <PI = 0, while <Po == nje. (In the case l = 0 we have, in addition, (Yl = 0.)

Hence, if we treat vortices as solutions of eqs. (3.112) , th e boundary conditions should

be

1'I/; (r)12 -+ Po , <p(r) -+ 0, Ao(r) -+ 0 (3.125a)
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exponentially as r --+ 00 and

(3.125b)

asr --+ O. Now the functions 1jJ(r), J(r) = c/>(r)+n/e and Ao(r) will satisfy eqs. (3.109)

with boundary conditions

11jJ(r)1 2 --+ Po , c/>(r ) --+ iil e, Ao(r) --+ 0

exponentially as r --+ 00 and

(3.126a)

(3.126b)

as r --+ O. (\,ye have omitted the tilde.)

In the space of functions with the boundary conditions (3.125) the operator L

is no longer positive. The reason is simply that (y, L y) cannot be represented in the

form (3.123) since the boundary term /lc/>c/>r/rlr=o will not vanish when we integrate

by parts. Consequently our argument on the nonexistence of the bubbles does not

extend to the case of vortices.

However, this boundary term does vanish in the space offunetions with boundary

conditions (3.126) and hence we may try to perform our analysis on the system (3.109)

instead. The last two equations, eq. (3.109b) and (3.109c), can be written as

where

Ly(r) = f(r),

(

2enp(r))
f(r) = .

o

(3.127)

The solvability condition for eq. (3.127) is that f(r) should be orthogonal to the
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solution of the conjugate homogeneous equation,

LT yo(r) = 0,

t bsti . d dwhere L is obtained from L by t he su sti tution dr -+ - z:

(3.128)

(

d 1 d 2
-/-lr-- - + 2e p

LT = dr r dr

1 d
1\,--

r dr

d 1I\,r-
dr

1 d d 2
-/-l--r- + 2e p

r dr dr

(3.129)

To check this one can simply compute the scalar product (Yo, j):

(Yo, j) = (Yo, L y) = (y, LT Yo) = o.

V'le have alr eady seen t hat the operator L is positive and so is LT. (LT results

from L simply by sub sti tut ing I\, -+ -I\, while t he representation (3.123) do es not

involve I\, at all.) Consequently eq . (3.128) does not have solu tions with the boundary

condit ions (3.125) and eq. (3.127) is always solvable.

We have thus demonstrated that , unlike relativistic vort ices, relativistic bubbles

cannot nucleate in the presence of a gauge field , no matter whether t he latter is of

the Chern-Simons or Maxwell type or a combination of the two.

In the nonrelativistic case, however, a similar argument does not lead to the

no-go conclusion. This leaves the hope that bubble-like solitons might arise in the

nonrelativistic theory. Note t hat they will have to be nodal since t he equation (3.72),

rela ting t he number of particles to the topological charge, implies

for vorticity-free solutions
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CHAPTER IV

PRELIMINARY GRO UP CLASSIF ICAT ION OF NONHOMOGEN EOUS WAVE

EQUATIONS

The problem of classification of parti al differential equat ions according to their sym

metries was first considered by Sophus Lie [39]. In his paper he studied a class of linear

second-order equat ions with two independent variables. Since then a great number

of works giving the group classification for concrete equat ions has been published

(see [28] for a comprehensive list ). The classificatio n is performed up to the trans

form ations of variables that do not change the st ruct ure of t he equat ion (equivalence

t ransformat ions) and requi res a knowledge of the general solution of the determining

equat ion. Unfort unately it is quite common that th e general solut ion of the determin

ing equation cannot be found. For such problems a new method, the so-called prelim

inary group classificat ion, was proposed [2]. The idea of the new method is to look for

the extensions of the principal Lie algebr a admitted by a class of differential equations

among the elements of its equivalence algebra. Since the algebra of equivalence t rans

formations can usually be found quite easily, the problem of the classification reduces

to the algebraic problem of constructing the optimal system of subalgebras , which

in the case of a finite-dimensional equivalence algebra can be effectively solved [44].

However, in general there are no effect ive algori thms for constructing the opt imal

syst em of an infinite-dimensional algebra, so that one can effectively carry out the

classificat ion only relative to the finite-dimensional subalgebras of the full algebra of

equivalence t ransformat ions .

This method was appl ied [27] to the equations of the type

(4.1)
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governing the longtitudinal vibrations of elastic nonhomogeneous strings or bars. As

this class of equations possesses an infinite-dimensional equivalence algebra LE, the

authors of [27] confined themselves to the classification relative to its 7-dimensional

subalgebra L 7 • The result of the classification is a table of 29 non-equivalent equa-

tions.

yve continue the analysis of the equations (4.1). The question we now have in

mind is how we can utilize the equivalence transformations that are not contained

in L7 • Hence we investigate a countable-dimensional subalgebra L# of LE or rather

a countable number of n-dirnensional extensions Ln of L7 . Firstly we use the inner

automorphisms of L# as external automorphisms for L7 and reduce the number of one-

dimensional subalgebras in the optimal system, found in [27], by four . Secondly we

fulfill t he preliminary classification of eqs. (4.1) relative to the countable-dimensional

subalgebra L#.

A. The problem of group classification

The problem of a group classification of differential equations belonging to a certain

family consists of dividing equations of the family into classes , non equivalent with

respect to a change of variables , such that members of the same class have equivalent

algebras of symmetries. The algebras of symmetry generators

(4.2)

admitted by equations (4.1)is found from the invariance condition (1.8) which in this

case reads

(4.3)
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Here X 2 is the second prolongation of X , given by

with

(1 = Dt(17) - VtDt(C) - vxDt(e)

(2 = Dx(1] ) - Vt Dx(e) - vxDx(e )

(11 = Dt((d - VttDt(e ) - Vtx Dt(e )

(22 = Dx((2) - Vtx Dx(C) - vxx Dx(e )·

The operators D, and D x denote th e total der ivatives with respect to t and x :

a a a a
Dt = ~ +Vt~ +Vtt~ +Vtx~ +...

ut ou UVt UVx
a a a a

Dx = n + vx~ + Vtx~ + vxx~ +....
ox ou UVt UVx

After use is made of the above equatio ns the invariance condition (4.3) reduces to the

following determining equati on :

The algebra of the symmetries admit ted by every equation of the fami ly (4.1) can be

easily found. Assuming that (4.4) holds for arbi trary f and 9 we obtain

e == 0, (2 = 0, (22 = ( 11 = °
or
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Hence eq. (4.1) admits a three-dimensional principal algebra Lp with the basis

Now, in order to perform the classification we should specify f and g such that the

corresponding equation (4.1) admits an additional symmetry. Two members of the

family are considered to be in the same class if they can be transformed into each other

by a change of variables. The transformations of variables acting on the members of

the family are called equivalence transformations and are used to chose the simplest

representative of each class. Clearly such classification requires the knowledge of

the admitted algebra for an arbitrary choice of f and g, i.e . we need to know the

general solution of (4.4), which cannot be found due to the high arbitrariness in the

choice of the coefficients f and g . The full group classification of eqs (4.1) therefore

cannot be fulfilled. We can however perform a partial group classification using the

method of preliminary group classification recently proposed by Ibragimov et al. [27].

The main idea of the new method is that instead of solving the determining equation

additional symmetries are sought only among the elements of the equivalence algebra.

The classification is partial since equations that do not admit symmetries from the

equivalence algebra are not classified.

B. The equivalence algebra and preliminary group classification

This section is devoted to the equivalence algebra for eq. (4.1). An equivalence trans

formation is a change of variables that takes any equation belonging to the family

into an equation of the same family. Usually the group of equivalence transformations

can be easily found. In the case of eq. (4.1) it consists of discrete transformations:

t -+ -t
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x -t-x

v -t -v, 9 -t -9,

and of continuous transformations constituting a subgroup Ec . The generators of the

continuous subgroup E; span an equivalence algebra and can be sought in the form

. k k( J )C(i,x,v), 1] = 1](i,x,v), /1 = /1 i,x,v,vt,Vx , ,9· The invariance

condition (1.8) for the generators Y should be written for the system

Vtt - Jvx x - 9 = 0

Solving the corresponding determining equation we find that the equivalence algebra

LE is spanned by

(4.5)

where cP( x) and F( x) are arbitrary functions. Hence the equivalence algebra is infinite-

dimensional. In order to perform a preliminary group classification with respect to

one-dimensional subalgebras we have to specify J and 9 such that the correspond-

ing equations (4.1) posses an additional symmetry from LE. For a given symmetry

generator Y E LE such J and 9 can be found simply as differential invariants of Y.
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Clearly if an equivalence transformation with the generator Y leaves equations

(4.6)

invariant, then the projection of Y on the space (t,x, v) will be admitted by the

corresponding equation (4.1). Hence the remaining part of the preliminary group

classification is to divide generators Y E LE into classes such that members of differ-

ent classes can not be transformed into each other by equivalence transformations.

Consequently, equations (4.1) obtained as invariants of the generators Y belonging

to different classes will be non-equivalent with respect to the transformation of vari-

ables. Since LE acts on itself as an inner automorphism the preliminary classification

reduces to the problem of constructing all classes of nonsimilar one-dimensional sub-

algebras of LE (optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras). Since only those Y

that have nonzero projections on the space of (x, f ,g) yield nontrivial invariants (4.6),

it is sufficient to consider the optimal system for a subalgebra L~ spanned by

a a a
Zl = t at + x ax +2vav'

t a a a t2 a a
Z2 = - 2at + f af +9 ag, Z3 = "2 av + ag'

V4> = 4>(x) :x +24>'(x)f :f +4>"(x)vxf~,

WF = F(x)~ - F"(x)f~.
av og

C. The countable-dimensional subalgebra L#

(4.7)

There exists an effective and simple algorithm for the construction of an optimal

system of subalgebras of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra [44]. Unfortunately this

algorithm .looses its effectiveness when an infinite-dimensional algebra is considered,

which is the case with which we should deal. (L~ is infinite-dimensional.) A way to
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Table 1. Table of commutators of L~.

Zl Z2 Z3 V1I' W G

Zl 0 0 0 VX1l" - l/J W XG'-2G

Z2 0 0 -Z3 0 0

Z3 0 Z3 0 0 0

Vq, Vq,-xq,' 0 0 Vq,1I"-1I'q,' Wq,G'

W F W 2F- xF' 0 0 -W1I'F' 0

get round this is to perform a classification relative to a subalgebra of L~ for which

the construction of the optimal system is feasible. It will be desirable, of course,

to choose a largest possible subalgebra. Fortunately L~ possesses a large (in fact a

countable-dimensional) subalgebra L# for which an optimal system of subalgebras can

be constructed. The classification with respect to a countable-dimensional L# con

siderably improves the classification of Ibragimov et al. [27] who used a 7-dimensional

subalgebra L7 .

L# can be defined as follows. From the table of of commutators (Table I) one

can easily see that subalgebras of arbitrary finite dimensions n + 5, n ~ 1, can be

constructed by restricting q; and F in (4.7) to

A. = 1 x·
'+' "

F 1 2 1 n=X'2X , ... ,~X

We denote the corresponding generators Vq, and W F as Vi, V2 and W 1 , W 2, ... , W n.

The algebra L7 examined in [27] corresponds to the case n = 2. All these subalgebras

Ln +5 are contained in the countable-dimensional subalgebra L# that corresponds to



Table n. Table of commutators of t.;

ZI Z2 Z3 VI V2 1111 W2 w,
ZI 0 0 0 - VI 0 -1111 0 n-2w

n n

Z2 0 0 -Z3 0 0 0 0 0

Z3 0 Z3 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vi Vi 0 0 0 VI 0 1111 Wn - 1

V2 0 0 0 -VI 0 1111 1112 111n

W1 W1 0 0 0 - W1 0 0 0

1112 0 0 0 - W1 - W2 0 0 0

81

_ n - 2 w
n n o o o o o

the choice of F as an analyt ic fun ct ion of x. In fact , since every analytic fun ct ion

F(x) can be represented as a power ser ies F(x) = 2::~ovjxj/n , every operator WF

can be expressed as a linear combinat ion of th e basis vectors Wj : 111F = 2:::
1

LJj 111j •

The commutator relations for the subalgebras Ln +5 are given in Table n.

D . Aut omorphisms

Our aim now is to divide the elements of the equivalence algebra L# into classes

nonequivalent wit h respect to the corres pon ding grou p E# of equivalence transfer-

mations. Let us consider a transformation T E E# and its generator ~ E L#. The

transformation induced by T on L# is called an inner automorphism of the algebra

L# and its generator is given as a linear operator

(4.8)
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The set of all inner au tomorphisms is called an adjoint group E,# and the correspond

ing algebra of the generators is called an adjoint algebra L,#.

According to (4.8) each line of Table II can be considered as the coordinates of

the generators Ai of the adjoint algebra L,# :

o 0 n-2 0
Al = - VI oV

I
- lVI OWl +...+ -n-WnoWn'

o 0
A2 = -Z3

0 Z3
' A3 = Z3

0 Z2'

o 0 0 0
A4 = VIaV

1
+ VI aV

2
+ IV1 aW

2
+...+ IVn - 1 81V

n
'

a 0 0 0
A 5 = - v; av; +W 1 81V

1
+W281V2 +...+Wn81Vn '

o 0
A6 = W 10Z 1 - W1aV;,

a a
A- = - vVI - - IIV2 -

I aVI av2'

.. .................. ...... . . . . . .. ........ ,

The inner automorphisms of L# , Ti , can be easily recovered from the corresponding

generators , A; , using the Lie equation (1.5) . (We denote the group parameter of T,

as A;.) For example, T1 is given as the following t ransformation of the basis:

W ' W TU' = - (n- 2)/nW1=a1 1, ·· · , l' l' n a1 n,

We will be interested in the automorphi sms T, with i 2: 8, which can be represented
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as

Z' Z i-iW
1 = 1 - ":""""""7 i- Sa i,1- 0

(4.9)

The -composit ion of Ts, T2 , • • • .T, gives the 7-parameter group Ei used in [27], while

The composition of T1 , •• . , Tn , .. . gives the group of inner automorphisms E,#-. The

problem of constructing the optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras consist s

of finding all classes of the operators

00

Z = e l Z I + e2Z2+ e3Z3 + e4V1 + e5 \!; +~ ei+5 Wi ,
i=1

(4.10)

non-equivalent with respect to E,#-. This task can be made easier by making use of

the optimal system of one-dimentional subalgebras of L7 const ruc te d in [27]. In our

basis this system is wri t ten as the following 27 vectors :

Z(6) = (t+a)ZI + (1 + (3 )Z2 - t V2 '

Z(i) = W2, Z(8) = Z2 + VI, z(9) = Z3 + Vb

Z(10) = tZl + (1 + (3) Z2+ \11 - t V2 '

Z(l l) = VI + VV2, Z (l2 ) = Z2+1111; Z(l 3) = Z3 + 1Vl ,

Z(15) = Zl + Z~ , Z(l6) = ZI + W2, Z(17) = Z3 + W2,

Z(18) = Z - W. 3 2 , (4.11)

Z (25) Z ··Z= a 1 + 2 +W2 ,

Z(21) = Vl +Z3 - W2,

Z(26) = Z I + Z3 +W2,
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Z(29} = -~Zl + (1 + (3)Z2 - ~V2 +W1,

Z(30) = (~+ O)Zl + Z3 - ~V2'

Z(31) = -~Zl + Z3 - ~V2 +W1.

We have omitted vectors Z(14}, Z(22}, Z(13}, Z(24} since they are in fact equivalent

to Z(7}, Z~::~, Z(17} and Z(lS}. In [27] these vectors appear due to an unfortunate

mistake in the second of the eqs. (5.5). The correct form is e2 = a3[-a7e1 + a6 e 2 +

Let us represent transformations Ti as the transformations of coordinates. For

i 2 8 they can be written as

e-
i - ei _ a-e5 _ i+3 a _e1- , i-5" (4.12)

From (4.12) one observes that T, with i 2: 9 leaves vectors of L 7 invariant. The

transformation Ts however changes the e7 component of those I E L 7 that have

a nonzero component e4
. Hence Ts can be used to further simplify the optimal

system (4.11) of L 7 .

Optimal system of L 7 has four vectors with non-zero component e\ namely

Z(11}, Z(19}, Z(20} and Z(21}. Since these vectors have e5 = e1 = 0, Ts changes only

e7
, and thus leaves them in L 7 . Since e7 can be annulled by taking as = e7 / e\

the subalgebras Z(l1}, Z(19), Z(20} and Z(21} considered as elements of L# are in fact

equivalent to the subalgebras Z(1}, Z(S} and Z(9). Hence only the following vectors of
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L7 are nonequi valent with respect to the automorphisms of L#:

z (1) = \11 , z (2) = W 1 , Z (3) = Zl ,

Z (4) = o:Z l + Z2' Z (5) = Z3'

- (6) 1 ) 1Z = ("2+0:)Zl+(1+ /3Z2-"2 \12 '

Z(7) = 1¥2' Z(8) = Z2 + Vi , Z(9) = Z3 + Vi,

Z- (12) - Z +1¥- 3 1 ,

- (16)Z = Z3 - 1¥2'

Z(21) = -~Zl + (1+ /3)Z2 - ~ \12+ W1,

Z( 22) = (~ + o:) Z l + Z3 - ~\l2 '

Z( 23) = -~ Zl + Z3 - ~ \l2 +W1.

Consequently there exist equivalence transformations that transform equat ions 11,

19, 20 and 21 listed in Table II in [27] to the cases 1, 8 and 9, thereby reducing the

number of equati ons in the table by four.

E. Optimal system of subalgebras for L#

We can now assume that the transformations Ti, i :::; 7 have been already employed

and the vectors (4.10) are divided into classes, nonequivalent with resp ect to E7 ,

represented by

Z[k] = Z(k) + I::e5+j W j .

j =3

(4.13)
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These vectors can now be further simplified and divided into classes nonequivalent

with respect to the countable-dimensional group of inner automorphisms E# using

transformations T, with i ~ 8, eq. (4.12). Firstly one can easily see that in the

case of vectors Z(1], Z[3], Z~~o, Z[8] , Z[9], Z[13]" Z[14], Z~;~, Z[18], Z[19], Z[21], Z[23] and

Z[6], Z[22] with Cl' =I- i~7' the transformations Ti , eqs. (4.12), only change either the

component ei - 1
:

or the component ei
:

~ =I- O.

With the appropriate choice of a, the components e', i ~ 8, become zero, while the

components ei
, i ~ 7, remain the same. Note that we need to perform only a finite

number of transformations to eliminate the components ei with i ~ 8, provided the

sum in (4.12) is finite.

In the same way the vectors Z[6] and Z[22] with Cl' = i~7' i ~ 8, can be brought

to the form

In the case of the vectors Z[lO] and Z[20] the transformations T, change two
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components:

- i - l i - Ie = e - a i ,

- i i + 1e = e i _ 5ai , (4.14)

Suppose that the last component in (4.13) is eN . We annul it by the transformation

TN and use the transformations TN - I , . . . , Ts to bring the vectors Z[lO] and Z [20] to

t he form

Z [i] = Z U) + b W2 , i = 10, 20.

Now Z[lO] and Z[20] are in £7 and are similar [27] to Z(10) and Z(20) resp ecti vely.

The remaining vectors Z[iJ do not change under the t ransformat ions (4.12).

Hence, we have const ructed the following optimal syst em of one-dimensional sub-

algebras of L# :

Z[3] = (~+ a) Z l + (1 + (3) Z2 - ~v; ,

Z[4] = Z2+VI , Z[5] = Z3+VI ,

2 [6J = ~Zl + (1 + (3 )Z2+ Vi - ~ v; ,

2 [7] = Zl + Z3, 2 [S] = ZI + lV2 ,

Z- [I 2J - 1 Z Z l ,r 1 l ,r- 2" 1 + 3 + v i - 2" V2 ,

2[13] = -~ZI + (1 + fJ) Z2 - ~V; + W I ,

2 [14] = (~ + a )ZI + Z3 - ~ V2 1

Z- [15] 1 Z Z 1 l ,r W= -2" 1 + 3 - 2" V 2 + 1,
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Z[16] = ~Zl + (n - 2 + (3)Z2 - n;2V2+ flWn, (n 2:: 3),

Z[17] = ~Zl + (n - 2)Z3 - n;2V2+ flWn, (n 2:: 3),

- [18]Z = WF(x), Z- [19] Z W= 2+ F(x), Z- [20] Z W= 3 + F(x)·

Here in the case of vectors Z[18] and Z[19], F(x) is an arbitrary analytic function with

either F'(O) = 0, F"(O) = 0 or F'(O) = 1, F"(O) = 0 or F'(O) = 0, F"(O) = 1; and in

the case of vector Z[20], F(x) is an arbitrary analytic function with either F'(O) = 0,

F"(O) = 0 or F'(O) = 1, F"(O) = 0 or F'(O) = 0, F"(O) = ±1.

The corresponding equations can be found in the same way as in Ref. [27]. The

classification is listed in Table HI. In addition to the principal algebra Lp admitted

by all equations of the type (4.1) equations of the Table IH also possess an extra

symmetry X 4 . The constitutive laws corresponding to such choice of parameters f

and 9 thus produce models with a more interesting algebraic structure. Note that

most of the equations in the Table IH have an invariant solution corresponding to

the additional operator X 4 . For example, in the case of equations corresponding to

N = 2 the invariant solutions should be sought in the form

~ = (x U-0'/2))

x2 f t '

as 11 = vIx2 and 12 = x(1-0'/2) It constitute a basis of invariants for the operator X 4 .
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Table Ill. The result of the classification (0" = 1/0:, I = 13/0: , q> and r are arb itrary

funct ions of >.) .

N Z Invariant >. Equation Additional operator X 4

Z[l]
0

1 Vx Vtt = <I>vxx + I' ox

2 Z[2] vxl x Vtt = Xo{<I> vxx + rj (1 - ~)t~ + x~ + 2v~
2 ot ox ov

-[3]
Vtt = v~ {<I> vxx + fvx}

e 0
3 Z o=G x j3t - - 2v-

ot ov
- [3] vxlxa+l

e 0 0
4 Zo:;fo Vtt = x'Y {<I> vxx + xaf} (2 - / )t8 + 2xa + 2(0" + 2)vat x v

Z[4] Vtt = e" {<I>vxx + I'}
o 0

5 Vx t--2-
ot oX

Z [5]
o 0

6 Vx Vtt = <I> vxx + I' + X 2-+t2-
ox OV

Z[6] Vtt = v~{<I>vxx + fvx}
000

7 e-xvx j3t - - 2- - 2v-
ot ox O V

Z[7]
o 0 0

8 vxlx Vtt = <I> vxx + I' + In Ixl 2t ot + 2x ox + (t
2

+ 4v) OV

Z[8] Vtt = <I>vxx + I' - <I> In Ixl
o 0 0

9 vxlx - In Ixl 2t ot + 2x ox + (x
2

+ 4v) O V

2 [9]
e 0 0

10 vxl x - Q' InIxl Vtt = x° <I> {Vxx - Q' In Ixl+ f} (2 - Q')t-;- + 2x - + (Q'x2 + 4v )-
ot ox OV

Z[10]
e 0 0

11 vxlx - In Ix l . Vtt = <I>vxx + (1- <I» In Ixl + f 2t- + 2x - + (t2 + x2 + 4v)-
ot ox OV

12 Z[ll] vxlx + In Ixl Vtt = <I>vxx + (1 + <I>)ln Ixl + I'
o 02 2 0

2t - + 2x - + (t - x + 4v) -
ot ox OV

Z[12]
o 0 a

13 e-xvx Vtt = e-x<I>vxx + I' + x i-e- + 2- + (t2 + 2v) -
at ox av

14 Z[1 3] vx+ ln lxl Vtt = x- /3 {<I>vxx + x-I f}
o a 0

(fJ+ 2)t
ot

+2x
ox

+2(- x + v)av

15 Z[14]
Vtt = <I>v;l vxx + f + In Ivxl

a 0
0 = 0 x t ot + (t

2+ 2v) O V

16 Z[14] x - (I+a )vx Vt t = x-a <I>vxx + I' + 0" In Ixl (1 + %)t %t + x :x + [%t
2+ (2 + 0") v]:v010

17 Z[15] vx+lnjxl Vtt = x<I>vxx + f + Vx
a a 2 a

t-+2x-+(-t - 2x + 2v)-m ox ov

18 Z [16] vxl xn - 1
Vtt = xB <I> ~ 'Ut ( B\ a a n a

- JL In Ixl _xn
-

2 JL n - 1) ln lxl+ f ]) 1 - 2)t8 + xa + (lit;+ E-j.L)_.
t x n av

19 Z[17] vxlxn-1 Vtt = x2~n<I>v x a 0 22 ..»
- JL In Ixl +[n -2-JLln-1)<I>] In Ixl+f ~tot +x ox + (nv+ n~ t +JL

x
n )ov

..

F~20 Z[18] .. _ F"x Vtt - <I>vxx - F"<I>vx + f
ov

21 Z[19] _ vx/F' F" tO O
··. x Vtt - e <I>{ vxx - F' Vx + f} - -- + F-

20t OV

22 Z[20] _ 1-F"if> (!-=- + F)~x Vtt - <I>vxx + -----p;-vx + I'
2 811
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CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis we have reported the following main results:

The existence of soliton solutions in the hydrodynamic model of plasma has been

analysed. We have obtained the domains of existence of compressive ion-acoustic
-

solitons using an analytical method. We also proved that the model does not support

rarefactive solitons and monotonic transition layers.

A new nonrelativistic Chern-Simons theory possessing vortex solutions has been

proposed. The absence of the nonvanishing background solution in the standard

model was cured by adding a background charge. The new model was reformulated

as a constrained Hamiltonian system. This allowed the determination of explicit

vortex solutions in two self-duality limits and the correct definition of the linear

momentum. The model with the background charge has been shown to be equivalent

to the model with the external magnetic field. Finally the existence of nontopological

solutions has been considered and the absence of solitonic bubbles in relativistic

Chern-Simons-Maxwell theories established.

The preliminary group classification of nonhomogeneous wave equations has been

given. The classification has been performed with respect to a countable-dimensional

sub algebra of the full equivalence algebra of these equations.

Some of the results presented in this thesis have also been reported in [25, 7, 8,

9,24]
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